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Salaries, fees untouched in plan
By LEIGH LANDINI
Associate Editor

Final figures of the
contingency plan for setting
aside 2 percent have not yet
been released, but Murray
State University's plan will
involve horizontal cuts.
Jim Booth, provost and vice
president of academic affairs,
said the plan calls for
horizontal cuts in all
departments, and the planners

have strived for a 4 percent cut
instead of 2 percent.
Booth said the predictions
from
Frankfort
( the
governor's office and the other
state agencies) show that the
budget cutback.e could be worse
than expected, but universities
are prepared for the cuts should
they become a reality.
"We're saying 'let's get 4
percent,"' Booth said. "I think
the wise thing to do is go ahead

and prepare for it."
The University decided to
plan for cutting horizontally,
but Booth warns that additional
cuts will have to be verticai.
"We don't have muCh of a
choice," he said. '"To go in now
and do vertical cuts would be a
violation of contract."
Salaries will not be cut and
fees will not be raised in this
contingency plan, said Don
Kassing, vice president of

university relations and
administrative services.
Kassing said the plan for
horizontal cuts calls for deane
to set aside 2 percent of the
existing budget and 2 percent
of carry-forward funds.
Carry-forward funds have
been referred to the college
deans for immediate cuts,
Booth said.
"We have gone out to the
major units and said 'this is

your fair share to contribute to
the contingency plan; " Booth
said.
The contingency plan will
place
restrictions
on
expenditures, equipment
purchases and miscellanous
purchases and will examine
travel that is necessary to the
University, Booth said.
"There's a stop on almost
everything," Booth said. "It's

going to have a severe
impact."
Booth said the University
will be "under extremely tight
constraints.
"People ought to understand
that it is ~aring the very fiber
of the University apart," he
said.
Figures will be more
complete by the middle of next
week .

Strategy key to election
future and saw themselves in
that future," he said.
Some younger voters ,
however, may have voted
without
knowing
the
candidates, Cutchin said.
"I think a lot of (young)
people went in and voted
without really knowing the
issues," Cutchin said. "They
just did it because it was the
thing to do."
A Democrat in the Oval
Office and a Democratic
Congress may not work out as
well as some people are
hoping, Wattier said.
"The last time there was a
Southern Democrat president
and a Democratic Congress
was the Jimmy Carter
administration and that did
not work well," he said. "It
Photo by RON RUGGLES·
won't be like a marriage
made in heaven. There will Prea1dent-elect Bll( Clinton, center, Ylatted Paducah for an election eve rally at Alben
Barkley Regional Airport. See page 5 tor more Information.
be some friction."

By KRISTIE HELMS

said James Cutchin, president
Editor in Chief
of the Murray State
Knowing who won an University
College
election is a simple matter of ' Republicans.
counting . electoral votes.
"I think in the early stages
Knowing how the candidate the Clinton campaign was
won the presidency however, better organized," he said.
can be difficult for almost "There was also a definite
anyone.
media bais toward the
Bill Clinton, the eventual Democratic party from their
winner of this year's race for convention on...
the White House, was able to
Clinton won the election by
come out on top by making the staying focused and positive,
economy an issue, said Mark said Matt Donkin, president
J . Wattier, associate professor of the Murray State Young
of political science, criminal Democrats.
"He was the one cadidate
justice and legal studies.
"I think Clinton won staying with the positive view
because he controlled the issue of change for America, "
agenda very well," Wattier Donkin said.
said. "He focused on the
More 18-24 year olds seemed
economy and that was not an interested in this year's
iBSue that helped Bush.''
election than in previous
Campaign managem ent campaigns, Wattier said.
and the media were also in
"I think in the tum-out
Clinton's corner this year, overall, they saw a troubled

MSU develops ethnic diversity MSU student
By AMY GREWE
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One of the many goals
Murray State University has
set for itself is to foster a
campus that values ethnic
diversity. One way to achieve
this goal is by bringing
international aspects into the
classroom.
Milton Grimes, director of
the Kentucky Institute for
International Studies, said he
was part of a task force
designated to research and
analyze programs at Murray
State to see where improvements could be made.
Grimes said a formal report
was delivered to President
Ronald J . Kurth and Provost
Jim Booth making 22
recommendations on internationalizing the campus.
"It included such things as
strengthening our exchange
program overseas, providing
greater support and recognition to our faculty and
students who do research and
study abroad," he said.
He said the emphasis on
internationalization is built
into the University strategic
plan and the characteristics of
a Murray State graduate.
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"Those are two very
important documents that
guide this University," he
said.
Grimes said most of the
recommendations focused on
the internationalization of the
cuniculum.
''This includes not only a
course here and there; we
addressed all of the m~or
programs to see what extent
they
can
be
internationalized," he said.

Marcie Johnson, interim
director of the center for
international studies. said all
departments should test their
curriculum to make sure
students' needs are being
met.
"Part of any teacher's
responsibility is to remain
current and recognize
responsibility for preparing
students,"
she
said.
"Technology, politics and
economics have taught us how

Lokey was the one who "carried the ball" for their group
in communicating with the deaf, Keith Inman, campus
minister at the BSU said.
"Tyran was the one that just really took off with it
(sign)," Inman, sa.i d.
During the past two summers, Lokey worked voluntarily
with Deaf Opportunity Outreach (DOOR), a Christian
organization that travels throughout the world working
with the deaf.

Please see DIVERSITY

Please see SIGN
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works with
deaf 'hands-on'
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

Tyran Lokey cannot talk without using her hands. She's
not hyperactive, she's talking through sign language.
Lokey, a junior at Murray State University, became
interested iri sign language when she traveled with 13
other members of the Baptist Student Union to Puerto Rico
in 1990.
Lokey, who had an interest in sign since a Sunday
school teacher taught her a few words, jumped at the
opportunity to travel to Puerto Rico to communicate with
deaf people.
While in Puerto Rico, the group from BSU helped build a
church for congregation which was deaf. Lokey said they
built sidewalks, painted and helped with general
construction work.
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affected we are by people and
events elsewhere."
Johnson said any changes
in the curriculum would
involve a serious look at what
departments are doing and
what they want to accomplish.
"Those decisions are best
made by the department," she
said. "There is not a single
person who can say 'I know
what needs to be done.' Only
that department can make
that decision."
One of the recommendations that has been made is
to develop a test of students'
understanding of global
issues.
"It's not so much to test
students as it is to inform the
University so we can have
guidance as to what we need to
be doing," Grimes said.
Joe Cartwright, dean of the
College of Humanistic
Studies, said there are many
ways our domestic events are
affected by international
affairs .
"It's important to be an
educated person with a fairly
broad understanding of how

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Clinton's victory

The 1992 presidential campaign is finally over,
and Bill Clinton, the Democrat governor of Arkansas, emerged as the winner.
Prior to the election, Clinton visited western
Kentucky on election eve.
In addition to his visit, he also has ties to
Murray State University.
This week, The Muffay State News examines
Clinton's victory, the rally and his imapact on
Kentucky.
Stories on Page 5

have the chance to do their part for
dealing with the world's hunger prob·
lem by participating in a Hunger Awareness Essay Contest.
The topic should deal with issues of
domestic and international hunger.
Entries must be submitted no later
than Nov. 12. Entries may be submitted
at the Campus Ministries or in Wells
Hall F\oom 226 In Jim Milburn's mail·
box.
The winning essay will be read at the
hunger banquet Nov. 16. The winning
essay will receive $50 .

..
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NEWSBRIEFS
Fellowship program

Graduate school fair scheduled

Applica tions are now being accepted for three postdoctoral
fellowships sponsored by the · U.S. Department of Energy's
Office of Health and Environmental Research.
The Alexander Hollaender Distinguished Postdoctoral
Fellowship Program is offering fellowships in the energyrelated life, biomedical, and environmental sciences as well
as other scientific disciplines. The deadline is Jan. 15, 1993.
The Human Genome Distinguished Postdoctoral
Fellowships offer up to five new awards with a first year stipend of $37,500 in disciplines of biology, chemistry, physics,
engineering, mathematics, and information science. The
deadline is Feb. 1, 1993.
The Global Change Distinguished Postdoctoral
Fellowships offer opportunities related to the U.S. Global
Change Program and include climate modeling and prediction, global water and energy cycles, the global carbon cycle,
and ecological systems and population dynamics. The
deadline is Feb. 15, 1993.
For more information write to ScienceEngineering Education Division, Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education,
P .O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37831-0117, or call (615)
576-9975.

The Research Triangle Park will host the first Science,
Engineering and Technology Graduate School Fair on Saturday, Nov. 7 at the Biotechnology Center in the Research
Triang_le P ark, NC.

Professors to write book
A .C. "Buddy" Krizan, chairman of the Department of Office Systems and Business Education and Jules Harcourt,
professor emeritus, have contracted with South-Western
Publis hing Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio to write a new textbook
titled ''Communication for Business" and to write the third
edition of their current textbook titled " Business
Communication."
·

Students attend conference
April Lane, Bridget Peake and Cammie Maxwell, officers
of the MSU chapter of the Public Relations Student Society of
America {PRSSA), attended a national conference in Kansas
City, Mo. 9ct. 24-27 .
Almost 600 s tudents from around the country gathered to
learn more about PRSSA and network and to discuss current
issues facing public relations.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Free classes. Free classes in English grammar and general math
for adults will be offered from 6 to 9 p.m. on Mondays for eight weeks
beginning Nov. 16 in the Adult learning Center. For more information
call 762-6971 before Nov. 16 or visit the center in room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
• Forum. A humanities forum titled "Religion and Ethics: Is There a
Necessary Connection?" will be held at 7 p.m. Thursday in room 208
of Faculty Hall. It is free and open to the public.
• ACT Workshop. A workshop titled "Preparing for the ACT" will be
held from 6 to 9 p.m. Monday In room 104 of Faculty Hall.
• Comedy Zone. A comedian will perform at 7:30p.m. Tuesday In the
Currls Center Stables. Admissions is free.
• Teleconference. An approved CPE video teleconference course
"The Accounting Forum" will be held from 11 a .m. to 2 p.m. Thursday
in the Barkley Room of the Curris Center. For more information call
762-4220.
• Meeting. The MSU Board of Regents will meet Saturday, Nov. 14 in
Wells Hall at a time to be announced.

. ..

• Parents Weekend. Parents are Invited to weekend activities at
MSU Nov. 14 and 15 including an afternoon football game, a free concert and a reception from 9 to 11 a.m. on Nov 14 in the Curris Center.
For more information call 762-6951 .

.. •

• Awareness Day. The American Humanics Student Association of
MSU will conduct a Teen Sexuality Awareness Day on Nov. 16-17 at
Calloway County High School.
• Free classes. Free classes will be offered by the Adult Learning

Center to help students who need assistance in preparing for the GED
high school equivalency exam , the ACT examination or the test for
vocational/technical school. The classes begin Monday and anyone
interested should call the center at 762-6971 .

Your support will make a
wonderfuf difference in the
livesofmany cl ildren!
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No leads yet in
crime at Lovett

POUCEBEAT
Oct. 28

the facility," he said. "I think
that some of the problems we
are having over there is with
people who have access to the
facility. I would hate to think
that some of our students
would do that, but I think that
is where some of our problems
lie."
Money to clean up or repair
vandalism damage comes
from Murray State University's general fund.

By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

The day was Sun day,
October 18. The time was 7;39
p.m. The crime was a report
of criminal mischief in
Lovett Auditorium.
An unidentified person or
persons had allegedly thrown
paint on several chairs in the
building.
Joe Green, associate
director of Public Safety, said
this is not the first time an
"Since the University
incident of this type has overall is under a financial
occurred in Lovett.
strain some or all of the
Green said he bas two people money to fix the damages will
inve stigating the incident come from this account or
which has not been successful some of the department's
in fmding any leads thus far. funds will have to be tapped to
"Investigating a criminal adjust the cost," Green said.
mischief case such as
If the person is a student he
vandalism, first starts with will face the wrath of the
an incident," Green said.
judicial board, and possibly
Talking to people who have be expelled from school.
access to the given area is the Several other options and
Stafl Report
second step in learning if they fines may be enforced
The Academic Council met Oct. 22 t o discuss several cour.se and know anything, Green said.
depending on the damages
depal'tment changes.
and
the crime, Green said.
''The problem with Lovett
Among the items still in the Undergraduate Studies Committee
is a proposal concerning the Environmental Studies Program and Auditorium right now is that
Someone who is caught and
a proposal dealing with lET 125, Analytic Methods in Engineering we are looking at some found guilty of vandalism or
Technology.
different avenues to secure it other mischievous crimes
The new course proposals which were referred to the better," Green said.
may be charged with
Undergraduate Studies Committee were .Ali.'T·SOC 344, The
mischief
or
"I don't believe it is criminal
Black Experience; FIN 461 , Internat ional Financial Management;
destruction
of
state
property.
completely people outside of
and HES 238, Real Estate Office Management.
The Academic Council will meet again Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center.

Council makes changes

11:08 a.m.- Shirt and cap (banners) with obsenities on
them removed in front of Lovett Auditorium. Culprit to meet
with Public Safety next day.
3:55 p.m.- Two female perfume salespersons asked to
leave Hester Hall. Refused request from R.A. Officer escorted
them from the premises.
Oct. 29
2:30 p.m.- Windshield of Uni'\'ersity van broken by a

Oct. 31

12:53 a.m.- Noise complaint on 400 block of College
Courts.
3:37 p.m.- Report of stolen black 18 speed bicycle. Taken
near Clark Hall.
·

Nov.2

12:30 a .m.- Intrusion alarm set otT in Eagle Gallery in
, Fine Arts Building.
8:25p.m.- Report of eggs being thrown behind Applied
Science building. A juvenile was apprehended. Six dozen
eggs were destroyed.

Nov.3

6:11 a.m.- Calloway County Sheriff's department requested assistance from the rodeo team to round up cattle off
of Highway 641 South after a truck accident.
1:27 p.m.- Two vehicles were broken into on 700 block of
College Courts.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Andrea Jones, staff writer, from materials availabk to the public
at the public safety office.

Nov. 11

Senate discusses activities
At the weekly meeting of the
Student Senate division of the
Student Government Association the following subjects were
discussed:
• The two percent budget. cut
that has been proposed for
higher education has reduced
the SGA budget across the
board by $3,814 .
•
• Orgawzations must..~subrnit
any information to be in:ch.tdea..in a supplement to t he campus

planner _by Nov. 17. Contact the
SGA office at 762-6951.
•At t he Nov. 18 showing of
Fried Green Tomatoes at the
Curris Center theater, students
who bring a can of food will
receive 50 cents off admission
price at the door. The canned
goods will be donated to Need
Line.

• Homecomine ""and Curris
:center applications are due
Nov. 16.

ADVEIISE in 1m M

Resident Advisor Application
$

Co11e tiga our

agaillll

BUDG
CUTS
In the SOA olllce.

2, 7 67 SO

while you attend school
(includes private room allowance)

Deadline Nov. 18, 1992
For more information contact any Residence
Hall Director, or contact the Housing Office at

8 ·a.m. - 4 p.m.

762-2310
q:)on '~ miss

~lie

upcoming

52Lu~ograpfi Par~y
!J\(pve11't6er 9, 1.992
1.1. a.11't. ~o 2 p.m.

Universi-ty S-tore

Saturday, DECEMBER 12,8 PM
$20.00 Rnerved
TlCKETS ON SALE THIS SATURDAY I

Wheelchair tickets on sale Mon., Nov. 9
at the Special Events Ticket Office
Tickets available at :
Disc Jockey Records - Kentucky 01kl Mall

~

I

pellet shot from Franklin Hall.
2:55 p.m.- Twenty-fi'\'e rolls of toilet paper stolen from
restroom in Faculty Hall.
4:32 p.m.- Rodeo member injured by a bull. Suffered
broken ribs and a punctured lung. Transported to the
Calloway County Hospital by ambulance.
4:54p.m.- Male subject walked into Sparks Hall and tried
to panhandle money. Left before officer arrived.
8:36 p.m.- Ambulance dispatched to student who was injured while playing football on the intramural field.
9:45p.m.- Papa John's delivery man robbed of pizza while
delivering in Richmond Hall area.

Wednesda
Staff Report

..

R.H. McGaughey, author of Molly
of the Shakers, will be available for
personal autographs of this
histortcal novel about Shaker
settlements and the Battle of
Perryville. Copies of the book are
available for $19.95 plus tax.

t"[1niversit:y St:ore
2nd !Floor Cut:Tis Center

·'
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Reader upset
with placement
of Bush story

Voter numbers
up across state
Voters across Kentucky are to commended for
the effort they made to get out and vote in
Tuesday's presidential election.
Whether it was the big campaign to get more
'people to vote, frustration with the current
system of government or the excitement over the
first close three·man race in recent history,
eligible voters went to the polls in record
numbers.
According to figures available from the
Calloway County Clerk's Office and the Kentucky
State Board of Elections, the number of eligible
voters in Kentucky who actually voted· was up 5.1
percent from the 1988 figures for the presidential
race. Tuesday's election saw 71.7 percent of
Kentuckians casting their ballots, compared to
66.6 percent in the 1988 election.
Voters exercised the right that their forefathers
fought and died for. The founders of this country
would be proud that the right was finally being
used as it should be.
No 'matter who the winners were in the
election, the real winners were the voters because
they knew more about the candidates, the issues
and the voting process. They also helped to prove
that Americans are not as apathetic as many
people had thought because of previous voter
turnouts.

Timing off,.. !9r news
of MahoneY's exit
The decision to announce Mike Mahoney's
impending departure from his position as
Murray State University;'s head football coach
tlie people ~r whaxn t'&e
came at a bad time
football program was designed - the players.

for

Whether the · decision was made by the
administration, Mahoney or both, the
announcement made during the middle of the
season was not well thought out. The whole
reason for having the football team is to allow the
players to play the game at a competitive level.
The early announcement of Mahoney's .leaving
after this season could have an effect on the
morale of the team members during the few
games that are left. The announcement should
have been delayed until after the last game had
been played.
The decision to make the announcement when
it was made benefited no one and hurt the
players, the people who matter most in the whole
situation.
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To the Editor:
Throughout the course of this
semester my opinion of The
Murray State News has slowly
gone downhill. Earlier this
year, I wrote a letter to you
concerning your political
partisanship. I felt that I was
very fair and understanding
to you in that I tried to see the
situation from your point of
view. I even went as far as to
compliment Hillary Clinton~
something that those who know
me realize that I would never
do
under
normal
circumstances. But it now
appears that my efforts were in
vain.
Let me first refresh your
memory. My initial letter
criticized your placement of
two articles in consecutive
editions of the paper. The first
had to do with a visit by the first
lady of Arkansas to Paducah
Community College. The
second was the visit of the
president of the United States to
nearby Clarksville, Tenn. My
concern was that you had
chosen to exalt Ms. Clinton
and her visit, and with the
same zeal, buried the story on
the president.

The following week you
printed a reply to my letter
stating that several factors
went into the placement of the
above·mentioned articles .
Among these factors were other
important stories which
outweighed the importance of
th& president. This I can
understand. I have always
therapy groups were filled, and
thought a lemonade stand was
I was unable to join one until more important than the
this fall.
president of the United States.
Now, a new problem has
arisen. Unlesa more survivors
The second factor waa that
come forward, the therapy Clarkaville was not as easily
group I am attending will be accesaible to MSU students as
put on hold because of lack of Paducah.
This I
can
participation. Survivors understand. Clarksville is 80
deserve a chance to live happy, miles away as compared to 50.
productive lives. It's time we The third factor was that there
stopped paying. If you are a were no MSU students visible
survivor, let's join the others at the rally in Clarksville.
who are breaking the silence
Well I'm here to let you in on
by speaking out. Please contact
a little secret. The president of
Jane Ethrid ge at the
the United States was at .
Counseling and Testing
Paducah Community College
Center.
last Tuesday. Yes, the same
place that the wife of the liberal
Karen
candidate for president visited
(last name withheld by
about a month ago. I will also
request)
inform you that among the
15,000 people that attended were
numerous MSU students. I
know, I was there.

T~erapy gr~up nee~;; member~
\

T.a.:~e

Editor:
Throughout this country,
there is a commonality shared
among many adults and
children - they are survivors
of child sexual abuse.
Survivors are beginning to
speak out, but too often because
of the fear and shame they keep
the abuse hidden secretly
away. The effects of child
sexual abuse create a cycle that
is passed from generation to
generation. There is no like
measure to describe the
physical and emotional agony
that is forced on children by
these acts of sexual abuse.
Some children are able to
speak up and find the love and
protection they deserve. Others
are victimized again when the

~

adults in their worfd 1are
unable or unwilling to stop·th.e
abuse. The child is then forced
to find his or her own road to
survival. A child deserves
more than just survival.
Survivol'8 of child sexual
abuse can learn to thrive.
Although this is a difficult
proce88, with enough support it
can happen. The Counseling
and Testing Center offers this
much·needed eervice.
Last spring, I was finally
able to tell someone the secret I
have kept for over 30 years. I
am an adult survivor of child
sexual abuse. When I learned
about the services here on
campus, I felt I had a chance to
overcome the horrors of my
childhood. At that time, all

Incest survivor speaks of ordeal
To the Editor:
Child sexual abuse. Incest.
Child molestation. We read
about these incidents in
newspapers and hear them on
the nightly news. People may
feel the need to protect the
children and punish the adult
offender. I am here to speak out
that, most often, this does not
occur. Society tends to punish
the child and protect the
offender. I know. I was one of
those children.
My sexual abuse started
when I was seven yean old
and lasted until I was 14. The
abuser was my uncle who lived
next door. When I told my

mother, I was uprooted from
my home, and we (my parents
and I) moved to another state.
It was I who had to move and
make new friends. It was I
who was silenced. A year later
we returned, and the abuse
started again. I never said
another word about it to my
mother because I felt as if it
were my fault.
Three days before my
twentieth birthday, my mother
asked me about my childhood.
I cried and told her what had
happened and for how long.
She told me I needed help, that I
needed to talk to a
professional. I refused because

I felt guilty.

Now, at the age of 22, I can
see the aftereffects of the abuse.
I took the first step in healing. I
joined a support group called
Adult S u rvivors of Child
Sexual Abuse. Now, because of
the lack of people interested,
the support group will be
cancelled.

Now to your most recent faux
pas. The Oct. 30 edition of The
Murray State News. This is
most disappointing. I thought
that my first letter, although
meekly discredited, would
have instilled a sense of
professionalism in you. I
guess I was wrong. Mike
Mahoney must feel very
honored. Not too many people
get a headline over the
president of the United States.

I am making a plea to all of
the other adult survivors to
please come to the group. Not
With election day jus~
for me but for you and your around the corner and your
inner child. Please join us. favorite
man
leading
substantially, I just can't wait
Angela to see the treatment you give the
Oast name withheld by winner, be it Clinton, Bush or
request) Perot. If by some wild chance it
is either of the latter, I'll
probably have to turn to th'
back page and fmd the story
buried beneath the classified
ads.
from the joys and triumphs to
the sorrows and heartaches.
By the way, I saw a very
amusing
banner hanging at
I sincerely hope th at parents
the
rally
that
you even printe4
can see the true value of these
in
your
story
on
the president!
touching films and will allow
It
said,
"Annoy
the
Media:
their offspring to see them. As
elect
Bush."
Just
in
case you
far as I am concerned, Walt
missed
it,
it
is
your
type of
Disney's films are a source of
coverage
that
he
has
been
pleasure for any age group.
talking about.
I

Children benefit from Disney
To the Editor:
I decided to write this letter
in regard to the article
concerning Walt Disney and
his contribution to the "decay
of family values."
I strongly object to the
criticism that was directed
toward Walt Disney and his
films. I personally loved
Beauty and the Beast and
thought it was one of the most
well-written and beautifully

animated children's movies
Disney has brought to the
public.
It is hardly fair to call Walt
Disney a "sadist" just because
he has portrayed realistic
situations in his films. I think
young children benefit from
these types of films because
Disney expresses the range of
different emotions that love
can bring to a person's life -

Rei
I

Nicole Gray
Murray State University staff

Lee Davi~

senior history major
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FOCUS

President-elect Bill Clinton
(far left) greets voters
during a campaign rally In
Paducah Monday. More
than 10,000 citizens from
western Kentucky,
southern Illinois, Missouri,
Tennessee and northwest
Artc.anaas turned out to see
the man who became
president.
Crowds supporting the
Clinton/Gore ticket (above)
surrounded the podium
during the rally.
President George Bush
(left) rallied Republicans
during his campaign atop at
Paducah Community
College last week.

Photos by JAMES LOCKWOOD,
RON RUGGLES
and KRIS LAWRENCE

•.
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Clinton rallies around state voters
as their voice carries him to D.C.
By LEIGH LANDINI

who was elected President just one day
Aasocia1eEdltor
after the rally.
Voters from western Kentucky let
Before the political speaking.actually
their voices cany Democrat Bill Clinton began, Clinton got a barb in against
to the White House.
President George Bush when he told
"Pm losing my voice, but if you'll be voters he actually knew where he was.
my voice on election day, I'll be your During Bush's rally in Paducah a week
voice for four years," Clinton said to an and a half ago, he paused before he said
enthusiastic election eve rally crowd in "western Kentucky."
Paducah.
•A few days ago, my opponent came
More than 10,000 voters from here and didn't know where he was," he
western Kentucky, southern Illinois, said. "I am in Paducah, at Alben
.southeast Missouri, northwest Barkley Field, a great Democrat, in the
.Tennessee and northwest Arkansas Jackson Purchase of Kentucky."
,crowded into the enclosed space at the
"I feel at home with people who share
airport for a chance to meet the man my roots and values," Clinton said.

During his remarks he told voters to
expect chimge from a Clinton/Gore
administration.
-xt•s time for the United States. You
know what this election is about. It's a
race of hope agPD1st fear. It's a race of
division against unity," Clinton said.
"It's a race of denial against
responsibility. It's a race to decide
whether we have the courage to change
or whether we will seek the comfort of a
proven, failed status quo."
For programming, he said he would
push for programs that help Americans
by puBhing health care reform and
educational opportunities.

HomeJoY!n
.
t
ies.
run . ~eep .
~rockway knew Clinton· 1n early days of poht1cs
By LEIGH LANDINI
Aasocia1e Edltof

Betty Brockway is just one of many

~.O.B."- friends of Bill (Clinton).

capital for several years, and Clinton sent her
mother a photo of him during the campaign.
Her mother also knew his mother in Hope.
Although Brockway grew up in Hope, Ark.,
she did not know Clinton until later in life.
She said he moved to Hot Sp!jngs when he
was 7 'or 8 years old. The publicity from
Clinton's election is expected to make Hope,
Ark., famous, she said.
"Now they have tour buses coming through
there,, Brockway said. "They say it's really
exciting. I guess it Will put us on the map ...
Although she was excited that Clinton won
and that her hometown would find its place
on the map, she was also excited that young

Brockway, an adjunct professor in the
·s peech communication and theatre
department, hails frOm Hope, Ark., attended
the University of Arkansas and knew CJ.futon
when he was governor.
Brockway's father served as Secretary of
State in Arkansas under Bill Clinton, and she
has met Clinton ~ough campaigning with
her father·
· · ·· ': : ·
: "We've all had a lot of contact with him,"
Brockway said. "You really knew the
candidates who were running (in Arkansas)."
Brockway's contact with Clinton mainly voters went to the polls.
came on the campa ign trail, a nd the
seems like !here's a :"hole ~surgence of
campaigns consist&d of more •old-style,. colle~ students mvolved., she Bald.
.:· poli~cs. ~· . . !,,..::.•.•~: ... , . . .
.. . ,. ... · . .·
. . . "! !!li~}~ill .£!!~?~ aP.pealed m?re to
.. "You (candidat&s) jU&t go from one town to young people." BrOCkWay s8ld. "rm delighted
another," she said . "It was a continu ous at the involvement of young people."
She said she hopes to take her 14-year-old
thing.•
" "'am :relieve~ and I am excited," she said. daughter and husband to Washington, D.C.
I really feel l~e we n~eded a c~g~, and in January for the inauguration.
•
he'll surround himBelfWlth good peop e.
• "I would love to ta~e my daughter up
Her mother worked
state th'er~,, she S81'd• "It ~oul..d be re ally exc1
· •t•mg;"
· · at the Arkansas
·
·

"'t

•

For educational opportunities, he told
the crowd that he would implement a
program in which college students can
borrow money for school and then repay
it through income taxes or community
service.
Clinton said his educational program
would "finally open the doors of college
education to everyone."
The candidate spent only about 10
minutes talking to the crowd, but then
sh ook hands a nd talked with ot her
elected officials for about 26 minutes.
Kentucky was just one of the stops on a
4,100 mile trip Monday for a 29-hour
day.

Campaign '92 results - - -

Ill BUSH
IIJ C'LINTON
President

I"' Bill Clinton (D)

0

0

370 elector•l votes

President George Bush (R)
H. Rosa Perot (I)

168
0

U.S. Senate (Kentucky)

151{

State poises
self to gain
from Clinton
By LEIGH LANDINI
A880Cia Editor
Kentucky may be on the
cutting edge in the new
political arena.
Gov. Brereton Jones said
Kentucky has been quite
progressive in pushing' for
health
care reform,
campaign reform and
education reform. These
three are examples of
topics the newly elected
Bill Clinton administration
is expected to tackle in the
103rd Congress.
Jones, in an interview
before Clinton's rally in
Paducah Monday night,
aaid he wants the
commonwealth to take the
lead in reform measures.
"My goal is for Kentucky
to take a leadership role in
passing the finest health
care reform package and
then take it to President
Clinton," Jones said.
Jones said the Kentucky
General Assembly passed a
campaign reform.
-we've got a limit on the
amount of money spent
because of public funding;
Jones said.

Clinton's visit marked
t h e fifth visit to the
Purchase Ar ea by a
presidential candidate, vice
presidential candidate or a
eandidate's wife.
Bu t why far western

*Sen. Wendell Ford (D)

Kentucky?

U.S. House (first District) ~

"Clearly, it's been one of
the battleground states,"
aaid Ron Brown, chairman
of the Democratic National
Committee, who visited
Paducah with Clinton.

*Tom Barlow (D) • first term
• Source: COURIER-JOUR~L

Graphic by: LEIGH L.Al-IDINI

A closer look at issues in the news

:
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Wellness Month hits MSU
By PAMELA A. DIXON

Healthy hints for shopping

Staff Writer

If you are a student who i.e
concerned with his health,
then November may be your
month.
Starting Nov. 1, Student
Health Services will observe
Wellness Month.
Louise Anderson, health
educator for Student Health
Services, said the month
emphasizes being healthy.
"There is a national
backing by the U.S .
Department of Health to make
people more health conscious
by the year 2000," Anderson
said. "We want to have
healthy people thinking about
preventing illness, rather
than thinking about illneu
when they are sick. A
person's lifestyle defines and
develops patterns that may
cause disease."
Many factors are involved
when focusing on personal
wellness.

....... - ~ thllt . . nat only good
good for your pocketbook tool

tor,.,.,. bOdy, they're

of.._

Assistant News Editor

balanc:ed mMia

The Kentucky Department
for Health Services names
certain factors that effect
wellneas.
A person's lifeatyle, eating,
sleeping and stress levels
effect hie wellness.
The Kentucky Department
for Health Services says there
is a simple formula for
improving personal wellness.
Three steps are involved in
in the wellness proceas:
Learning how to stay healthy,
practicing good health habits

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

while giving up harmful onea
and reaponding to your body'a
warninr airna before
somet.l:liDg aarioua happen&.
"Studenta need to be aware of
how their lifeatyle effecta their
health," Andenon said.
According to the Kentucky
Department of Health
Services, lifestyle effects 53
percent of a person's
wellness. By uercillinl one
hour every day, eating and
Please see WELLNESS
Page 14

Survey shows residents go home
from Paducah, aaid directors
ltren that a residence hall is
"not just a plac:e to sleep and
study, but alao a place to live."
This living extends to the

By MATT PEREBOOM
Reporter

The question has been
asked many times at Murray
State University: What can be
done to keep students on
campus during the weekends?
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said a survey was
given by the resident advisors
of each residence hall in the
spring of 1992 to find out how
housing could be improved on
campus.
Of the 1,413 residents who
took the survey, 40 percent
spend less than three of eight
weekends on campus.
Chris Vaughn, a graduate
environmental engineering
technology student from
Crofton, is a hall director in
Hart Hall. He said because
MSU is a regional ech:ool it
will always be difficult to
keep many students in

weekend.
Steve Johnaon, a senior
education major from
Enfield, Ill., said he
appreciates tbe programs, but
fee1a the University can ~
do 10 much.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

M~y over the weekend.
Vaughn said interesting
programs in the halls will
give students who usually 10
home a reason to stay and will
provide entertainment for
those who regularly stay.
$pringel Hall director
11
Rachel · Morriette, a liuman
services graduate student

"I ret tired of roinr to
movies and bowlinr every
weekend, but besides the golf
course• there isn't a whole lot
else," he said.
While Johnson said he does
"head south" occasionally, he
does not think the fact
Calloway County is dry i.e the
only reason so many people
l~v~ ~ ~ C?P tricla~·

o

1

Pleaae see SURVEY

as a participant in the
EACIII:\(~

In an effort to help
introduce the ideu of free
enterprise to Eastern
Europe, Murray State
Univeraity baa been
hosting an International
Acribuaineaa Seminar for
Hun1arian agricultural
manapment officials.
Approximately
40
Hungarian
business
people attended the
seminar which began
October 31 and will
conclude today.
"They are arribuainess
managers of companies,"
William Payne, assistant
to the provost and associate
professor of agribusiness,
said. ''They either produce
seed com or distribute
inputs to farmers such as
fertilizer, chemicals or
machinery."
Payne said Hungary has
moved from a Socialist
form of rovemment to a
democratic government
along with a
free
enterprise
form
of
economy. The purpose of
the seminar is to provide
training in marketing,
management and finance
aa they relate to a free
market economy.
"These managera have
never operated a business
in a free enterprise
situation so they need
assistance in running a
customer
oriented
business," he said. "Their
emphasis has been on
production rather than
marketing. They are very
well edu~~4, ~h•Y ,jy.g
don't 'have the 1 ~raefleat
experience."
'
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LIVE AND WORK IN JAPAN
1993.JAPAN EXCHANGE AND 'I

Agribusiness
seminar held
for Hungarians
By AMY GREWE

• Colnpal8 prtcea whtn shcpplng, store tnndlott.n eave cuh
.Take~
and coupons.
• ~ In bulk: men at chelpel pr1cM
• Uee a ahOpplng Met and avoid unneceeaary purohaeea.
• Don, use vitamin and mineral aupplement8 u asubdtuta for
Source: COLLEGE HEALTH ASSOC.
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.9llplia Omicron Pi
presents tlie

12tft !Jl.nnuaf

:Mr.. !!vf.Sqj_ Pageant
1'ritfay, !J{pv. 13
7:30p.m.
$5.00 tufu{ts
$3.00 witli stutfent 1/D.
J1l{{ cfWtlren 10 ant! utUkr fru
.9l.{{procutfs 6mefit tfu

J11.rtnritis

~earcn

\

1'ountfatio

'Don't Miss It I

he University Center Boa

PI{O<at-\ "

Sponsored by the Government of japan, the JET Program seeks qualified applicants for the
following positions:

• Assistant Eng&h Teachers (AET)
• Coordinators rorlntematlonal Relations (CIR)
All applicants must be U.S. citizens in good health and hold at least a bachelors degree or
receive one by July 20, 1993. japanese language proficiency is required only for those
indivaduals applying for the CIR position.
To learn more about this unique and rewarding opportUnity, and to obtain your application
contact your university's Career Planning/Counseling Office, or call/write:
Consulate General of japan
JET Program Office
639 Loyola Avenue, Suite 2050
New Orleans, LA 70113
(504) 529-2101
DON'T DELAY. APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY DECEMBER 15, 1992.

The sisters of

-m
·.·
.

.

.

~

·;..-.

Heal• ~r: Crtatit Eiettaln•eet...h~ IIi• ~~... ·

. .Coelllll c..~ Cllh...llpttrlealllllglllaf...
111o....s••no....short O•...T•I o. &• •., •• u w. .

..~.up eo.~ ~

5l{plia (jamma 'lJe{ta
cordially invite you to participate
in our annual

Rockathon for
Diabetes
Tonight and Saturday
til noon in the
Curris Center

~~~~~
lib hu lharH fhalllt• with eo~ lllllhdlonl Hire:
Jlf leno, ~ita R.•~•r, Roltlrt TOWIIIIMI 11~ Denali Wolltrgl

Tues. Night- Nov.lO
7:30 Stables
Don't miss your shot with the next big-name comics!
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Preparation begins early

Nutrition~l values,

amount of fat among
dietary concerns
By JANICE FULPS
Staff Writer

Students are becoming
increasingly knowledgeable
about the nutritious values of
the foods they eat, and the
main concern for most of
them is the amount of fat they
have in their diet.
Sally DuFord, associate
professor and registered
dietitian in the department of
home
economics,
said
students should monitor the
percent of fat in their total
daily caloric intake. This
process is frequently referred
to as counting fat grams.
DuFord said no more than
30 percent of a person's total
daily caloric intake should
come from fats.
"Overeating fat is harmful
to all age groups," DuFord
said.
DuFord said if a person
wanted to convert that 30
percent of fat into bow many
fat grams they are allowed a
day, there is a simple
equation.
Take the number of calories
you typically consume daily
and divide it by 30. This will
give you the '11'laximum
number of fat grams you can
have
daily
while
maintaining your weight.
DuFord said proteins,
desserts and fast food tend to
have high-fat counts.

i

Daily caloric intake
The maximum percentage of
carbohydrates, fats and proteins
that should be Included In your
dally caloric Intake:

15%

Proteins •
. Fats

r:J

Carbohydrates •

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

C#ETERIA

!

By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Wednesday, 6:30a.m. Before
the doors at Winslow cafeteria
are unlocked, there have been a
myriad of food service person·
nel working to get breakfast
ready for the 450 to 500
students who will walk through
the door before 10 a.m. If this is
like an average Wednesday, 90
loaves of bread will have to be
toasted, 1,440 eggs will have to
be boiled or scrambled and 45
pounds of sausage patties and
70 to 80 pounds of bacon will
have to be fried during the
breakfast hours.
· Oatmeal and gravy wiJl h~ve
to be made and biscuits must be
baked.
And someone will have to
start baking the 1,050 potatoes,
more than 750 pounds, that will
be needed to serve more than
1,000 students lunch.
These ar~ what days ar~ like
for Dorothy Miller, manager of
Winslow cafeteria.
Life begins at Winslow at 5
a.m. every weekday morning
when a crew of morning super·
visors arrive at work to unlock
turn on lights and
doors,
machinery and begin food
preparation.
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays are

Variety sought in cafeteria
By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Life Editor

Students who 'eat regularly at Winslow Cafeteria differ in
their opinion of the food, but many of them complain about a
lack of variety.
Blake Spencer, a freshman music major from Louisville,
said the food is considerably better than what he was eating
last year.
"For the amount of people they have to serve, l think they
do a very good job," Spencer said. "I think the overall standards of the food is pretty good, definitely compared to high
school."
While Spencer is pleased with the quality of the food, he
would like to see its presentation rearranged.
"We usually guess which day they're having super
burgers," he said.
Gina Taylor, a freshman art major from Franklin, also said
the food is of good quality, and especially likes the availability of fresh vegatables.
"Sometimes the food lacks a little salt, but overall it's pretty good,'' she said. "Especially the salad bar. You can depend
on it."
Taylor said when she was in high school, there was also a
lack of variety in the lunch program, a problem that was
remedied by a survey of students' favorites done by the kitchen staff.
"We saw a lot of stuff after they did that," she said. "We
had never had it before just because they didn't know
everybody liked it."
Julie McMurtry, a sophomore nursing major from Mt. Ver..:...
non, Ind., said lack of variety detracts from eating a~
Winslow Cafeteria.
"Sometimes the food is decent, but they serve the same
thing over and over," she said.

L-------------------------'
the busiest for the crew, but
because of a split ~cheaule to
allow adequate staffing on
weekends, the beginning and
end of the school week leave
Miller with less help to meet
the demand of hungry students.
Also, budget difficulties have
left the cafeteria having to rely
more on student workers than
in past years to ensure service
to the 2,500 or so clients that

By S. K. PURDOM
Reporter

When students scan food
choices trying to decide what
to eat, which foods should they
choose? Is there anything
wrong with a cheeseburger,
french fries and ice cream?
According to the U.S.
Department of Argiculture's
Food Pyramid, those choices
are not in accordance with the
Food Pyramids basic nutrient
requirements.
Kathy
Timmons,
a
registered dietitian and
instructor in the home
economics department, said
the basic food pyramid
encourages fruits, vegtables
and grains as daily essential
nutrients.
The four basic food groups
were introduced and in the
past 20 years, diet and health
issues linking cancer and
heart disease have caused

Food guide pyramid 111111!1--~---.!1•
In a not...o-nutrtttous wol1d, te. food pyramid helps gutde our

eating hablt•.

··

8.0 lbs
3.4 1bs L...,-.-__,..--"""---'
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Away from
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Fatal Sweets
Group

UN sparingly
Protein Group

2·3

Servings

Vegetable Group

3·5

.

servings

adjustments
in these
guidelines.
The food pyramid is not new
and is designed to follow the
dietary goals and guidelines
constructed by the Senate
Select Committee in the
1970's.

A_S_U_C_E_O_F_LIF_E_ _,

·27.81bs
15.4.1bs
15.41bs
8.71bs

pass through the door each day.
"We'ye got several slots ~qat
are not filled," Miller said.
"Students are plugging the
holes. If it wasn't for the
students, it would be hard for
us to get the food out."
The staff at Winslow works
with quantities of food that
would astound many students.
When french fries or onion
rings are scheduled, 10 to 12
cases must be fried. For roast

If

beef, more than 150 pounds
must be cooked. When chicken
strips are served, 300 pounds
are needed to meet demand.
With all this food being served, waste might become a pro·
blem, but with careful monitor·
ing of supply, it Is kept at a
minimum.
"I make out a production
sheet each week and I go by the
number of people we serve and
that way we don't have that
much left over," Miller said.
"The biggest waste we have is
in the dishroom with students'
uneaten food."
Winslow personnel are also
responsible for food served at
Fast Track, Hart Hall Deli and
the food carts in Sparks and
Wells Halls.
Staff must also coordinate
daily deliveries of milk and
bread products as well as
shipments of produce, meat and
processed goods from food
distributors.
Ordering and storage have
been hampered by mechanical
problems in a storage freezer.
"I order the products a week
in advance so if something hap~ns where we can't get them
in, we can get them the next
day from someone else," Miller
said. "When we had the big
freezer, you could buy a big
shipment of meat or bacon or •
whatever, but now we're work- ,
ing a week in advance because
we don't have the storage we
had."'
Duties like inventory and
ordering must be done
whenever time permits.
However, because 950 students •
are expected at dinner, the kit· •
chen staff has to begin cooking
the 100 chicken quarters, 120 :
pounds of pork chops, 5 cases of
green beans and 20 gallons of
whipped potatoes required.

Pyramid shows healthy choices

g __

In America the average person eats 111 pounds of vegetables a
year! This number is way up from 1970, when the average
person ate only 88.8 pounds. Here's the breakdown:

Source: USA TODAY
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Veggles on the rise

onions
tomatoes
cabbage
carrots
broccoli
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have in them. I associate it
more with being weightconscious and I've never
really worried about my
weight."
Cary Nu11, a sophomore
broadcast journalism major
from Pekin, Ill., said he is
concerned about what he eats,
but finds it hard to monitor his
foods since he only eats on
campus.
"I just really take what I
can get on campus," Null
said.
Brian Utley, a sophomore
music education major from
Owensboro, said he is
inter~sted in nutritional
values more for the sake of
curiosity than for health
reasons.
"I'm not on a diet, but I like
to know what it is I'm eating,"
Utley said.
DuFord suggests looking at
Monitoring fat intake is
labels and being educated especially important to those
about nutrition when trying to students who must maintain
avoid fat.
or lose weight.
''You can be selective," she
Traci Byrd, a junior
said.
communications disordera
Several Murray State
major from Harrodsburg,
University students are
said she buys low-fat items
taking DuFord's advice.
because she is trying to lose
Valerie Riley, a junior
weight.
music education major from
"At the grocery store, I look
Benton, said she monitors the
at what I'm buying and I'll
types of food she buys.
pick the lower fat when given
"When shopping, I look for the choice," Byrd said.
Byrd said she monitors
the least fat cereal and fatwhat foods have fat in them
free bread," Riley said.
Curt Bucy, a junior music from many sources including
major from Buchanan, the sides of boxes, books and
Tenn., said although he is not magazines.
Ashley Thurman, a junior
on a diet, he is still concerned
psychology
major from
about what he eats.
Murray,
is
especially
"I do watch' what I eat," Bucy
concerned
with
the
amount of
said. "I try to stay away from
fat
he
consumes
because
he is
food with high fat-gram
a
competitive
dancer.
content like fried foods and
"I have some dance
cheese, but I'm not obsessive
competitions
in the spring, so
about it.''
I'm trying to lose 10 lbs,"
April Austin, a junior math Thurman said. ''I'm trying to
major from Morganfield, eat as many complex
said she tries to avoid fried
carbohydrates as I can and
and oily foods but does not stay away from fats."
think it is necessary to look at
Thurman said he does not
food labels when deciding
find it necessary to read boxes
what to eat
"I'm not really calorie or and packages when eating.
"I think a lot of it is
gram-concious," Austin said.
"I don't really look at the common sense," Thurman
sides of boxes to see what they said.

Ice burg lettuce

.

hom~

For some students, being away from home
involves being away from all that is familiar. For
the international students, adapting to American food is sometimes a challenge.
However, some students overcome the dis·
tance and prepare their native foods during
special events such as the International Buffet.
Students prepare native foods, dress in native
costumes and display objects that represent
their countries."
Story on page 8

"The food pyramid is not
that different than the basic
four," Timmons said. "The
presentation is different,
emphasizing breads and
cereals more.
The f'?od
pyramid was pushed under
the carpet when first

introduced, because meat and
milk is a big industry in the
U.S. and it isn't the mainstay
of the pyramid."
"It is actually a three
dimensional
thing," '
Timmons said. "A triangle ,
type of presentation with more
foods presented as a catchy
diagram."
The bottom of the pyramid
illustrates the most important
aspect and basis. From that
point to the top, each item
creates the 'smaller' items of
importance.
When selecting food choices
in the future, it is important to
remember that the choice
between a vegetable and ice
cream may be a detrimental
choice to a healthy future.
"Lean meats and more
carbohydrates and less fat,''
Timmons said. "Vegetables
may have a positive effect on
preventing cancer.

Headaches and food

Healthy eating

More headaches may be on the way
for those sensitive to the flavor enhancer monosodium glutamate (MSG).
The average American eats one third of
a pound MSG every year.
MSG is found in a wide variety of
restaurant foods, particularly sauces,
soups and salad dressings as well as
many canned, frozen and prepared
foods.
The headaches triggered by MSG
typically occur 20 minutes to five hours
after ingestion and often begin with
facial flushing, fatigue or nausea and
tingling of the tongue, hands or feet

Now that more people are becoming
concerned about their eating habits,
campus food establishments have be·
gun to take steps to provide alternatives to high calorie foods.
For example, Fast Trackoffers indl·
vidual low-calorie salad dressings and
servings of fresh vegetables.
Winslow has taken steps to label foods
that are 'heart smart' for students to
easily identify, said Bill Benriter, food
service director.
In the future, foods will be labeled
with all the Ingredients, fat and calorie
intake information.
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Pizza, pasta favorite foods ·

MSU students request
healthy food choices

your four food groups and it's for different foods.
cheap. Chocolate because it
"I usually get to eat Chinese
Instead of choosing healthy tastes good and comes in so once a week when I go out, but
green veggies as favorite many different flavors.
lasagna I get when I go
foods, several Murray State
"I eat pizza around once a home," Brown said.
University students chose week, but chocolate not as
Pasta was a big favorite
pasta and chocolate as foods to often," Whitesides said.
among
some students.
eat often.
"Lasagna and Chinese are
"I love pasta because it's not
"Pizza and anything both my favorites for different
chocolate are my favorites," reasons ," said Beverly too fattening," said Penny
said Daniel Whitesides, a Brown, a junior creative Lovett, a junior advertising
freshman physical education writing major from Sikeston, major from Benton. "I
major from Hend er son. Mo. "I like lasagna because usually go to the Pasta House
"Pizza, because it's a well- of the cheeses on it and in Paducah once every two
rounded food and you've got Chinese because I have a taste weeks or so."

By JEANNE RAUCH
Reporter

~y RONDA McELROY
Reporter

Healthy foods seem to be the only way to go in today's
society. Murray State University Food Services plans to
keep up with this trend in society.
Bill Benriter, food service director, said students have
made requests for healthy food.
Food Services has taken measures to help make its food
healthier by cooking in vegetable oil instead of butter,
Benriter said.
Dorothy Miller, manager of food services, said Fast
Track is offering a salad bar and fresh fruit salads. The
salad bar is sold by the ounce, but there are also prepared
salads from which to choose. Home-made bread is also
offered to students.

Students crave native cooking
By ~ANICE FULPS
Stall Wnter

Coming t o college and
l eaving mom's or dad's
cooking is a big adjustment
for most American students.
Imag i n e
being
an
interna tional student and
having to leave not only your
m om 's cooking, but the
cookin g of your native
country as well.
Inma Garcia, a senior
marketing major from
Castellon, Spain, said the
adjustment between American food and Spanish food
was not difficult for her
because she can find many of
the same foods in the United
Statctt that she eats in Spain.
"The way it is cooked i8
different," Garcia said. "It's
not bet ter or worse. Just
different ."
Garcia said she does not
expect t he foods to taste the
same since the cultures are
different.
"I am used to olive and
vinegar salad dressings in

c:?tfountaiq,

'Valley.

Spain," she said. "Here there
are sweet salad dressings.
And coffee is so light. I'm
used to espresso."
Garcia said she cooks at
home a lot so she can still eat
the same types of food that she
would typically have in
Spain.
"We always have salad at
every meal, and lots of
vegetables, seafood and fish
and baked foods ," Garcia
said.
Pablo Doiies, a freshman
engineering physics major
from Spain, said fish is the
food he misses the most from
home.
Doiies said in Spain he
never eats fast food or pizzas,
but that pizza is his favorite
American food.
Doiies said he has not had
an opportunity yet to have
Spanish food in Murray.
t "I usually cook," he said.
"I 'll
cook
hot
dogs ,
hamburgers and chicken."
Doiies said he prefers
Spanish food to American

M()DELS

food because most American
food is fast food and he does
not like it very much.
"I
miss
my
mom's
cooking," Doiies said.
Ching Ying Oon, a junior
medical technology major
from Kedah, Malaysia, said
the adjustment between
Malaysian
food
and
American food was not hard
for her because there are
many American fast food
restaurants in her country.
"We do have Kentucky
Fried Chicken, McDonald's
and pizza in Malaysia," Oon
said.
Oon said she usually cooks
her own food.
"If I cook, I'll cook in the
style of my home country,"
Oon said. "I don't cook
American food in my room
because I know I can get it
outside my room in the
cafeteria c somewhere like
that."
Oon said she misses the
steamed meats typical of her
country.
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Enter into this exciting career TODAY! No experience necessary! It
isn't necessary to be a top New Y.ork model to be successful in the
industry. Modelling and advertising agencies are constantly searching for new faces, figures, and expressions.

"MODEL SEARCH
MAGAZINE"
New to the nation .. .New to the world ...Worldwide distribu-

tion to all top modelling and advertising agencies
Pho10 submissions to "MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE" means
having your face and figure, ~ well ~ your abilities and modelling
interests seen and read by agencies across the globe. For exciting
details, contact your local agent below!
Wayne Stafford
PO Box 254
Hardin, KY 42048
(502) 437-4041

Ava11able on campus
7 53-0 819

"It's hard to fmd steamed
fish and chicken. I think
most people in Murray fry, "
she said.
Oon sai d she prefers
Malaysian food to American
food because her food h as
more of a variety of flavor.
"American food ia good
once in a while, but I get tired
of eating the same thing," she
said. "' think I prefer the food
at home because even though
they have the same
ingredients, they are cooked
in different ways."
Jose Chaverri, a &cni•)r
biology major from P<Ulama
City, Panama, said h~ prefers
Panamanian food, b'l.: t he
adjusts fairly easily to
American foods .
"I can get used to it because I
have more . contact to
American food i n my
country," Chaverri said.
He said the dish he misses
the most is a rice and chicken
dish with olives , green
peppers and cilantro.

W

Pure Country
(PC)

1:30
3:55

Sneakers
(PG

7:00

School Ties
(PG

Under Steee
(R)

3:35
7:00
(PC) 9:10

Mighty Ducks

''I hate spinach because it's
gross," said Talisa Griffith, a
freshman public relations
major from Fairfield, ill.

Leadership
Workshop
Saturday, Nov. 7
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Business Building room404

(and you might lean~ something!)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL:
Student Organization Office
762-6953

Holiday I nn

MAYFLOWER
RESTAURANT
"Strvi"'J JitttUrican ana Cfiinest Menu. •
Hwy. 641 South
7 59-4819

Daily Lunch Bu ffet
All you can eat $ 4 .25
Salad Bar & Des sert
Dinner Buffet $6.95
f riday & Saturday
Wednesday night Mexican Buffet
$ 5 .95
Be sure to bring your parents by n ext weekend.

~~~~

~

"I like pasta because you
can add so many things to it to
create so many different~
flavors and it's also very
filling,"
a aid
Tammy
Crump, a junior math mejor
from Melber.
When it comes to foods
students just cannot seem to
eat, spinach ranks pretty
high.

"JFK's Murder was p robably One Of The Most
Terrible Moments In The History Of 0~
Country"- Kevin Costner as Jim Garrison in JFK.

University Center Board
Welcomes
Edward M. Sinker

"The JFK Controversy"
Monday, Nov. 16 7 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
Come Discuss And Learn Of The Story That Won't
Go Away!

~ ~- ~ ~ ~ ~
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Students seek
healthy snacks

pha Delta Pi

By RONDA McELROY

student in communication
Reporter
disorders from Bloomfield ,
When watching your said she eats fruit or
favorite television show, how something healthy.
often do you sit in your chair
"When I came down here as
and just snack? How about a freshman, I used t o eat
when trying to study for tests? pizza," Essex said .
For some reason, students
Essex said her eating habits
seem to enjoy snacking late at are more healthy now than
night while having a study before.
break or just watching
Christy Cates, a senior
television.
business management major
Some students are choosing, from Madisonville, said 13h e
healtliier snacks than others. snacks on popcorn.
Penny Eastridge, a senior
"I used to eat worse things
\>usiness education and for me but I don't anymore,"
French
major
from Cates said. "I used to eat more
Jdadisonville, said ice cream fatty foods."
}S her choice for a late night
Tari Tucker, a s enior
inack.
organizational commun "My freshman year, I ate ications major from Dixon,
more candy bars than I had in said she eats fruit wh en she
Jny life,'' Eastridge said.
snacks.
t Eastridge said she does not ''I don't snack anymore or
eat as healthy as when her hardly ever," Tucker said. "I
fnom cooked.
eat healthy snacks."
I Other students for various
Michael Gillies, a senior
hasons eat healthier foods art education major from Fort
~hen they snack such as fruit
Campbell, said he snacks on
~r foods low in fat.
sodas and Combo's.
: Tammy Essex, a graduate
Gillies said he did not

SPIRIT

Winners at Fall Fest '921!
+

LOwe, The Sllfen of .t
~ Theta Chi Delta ~
£
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uttans
nop

I

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Kelll M. Hamilton, a junior occupational therapy major
from Warren, Mich., snacks on some potato chips while
studying. Some students accomodate the urge to
munch by choosing healthy snacks.
really think his snack h abits
had changed any.
Neither did Jeff Gates, a
junior agriculture mechan-

Elegance in Bridal & Formal Wear
to dress your dreams...
.Largt.st Selection in W t.stem XJ,ntucky &
Wt.st Ten.ne.ssu.
'tJJig City Store witli Smllil'Ioum Cliarm & Servia'

ization major from Martinsville, Ind.
H e said his choice is still
pizza.

Wedding&
Bridesmaid Gowns
• llissa • Mary's
• Bridal Original
• Mori L ee • Moonlight
• Alfred Angelo
·Jessica McClintock
• Watters & Watters
• T.R. Thornton

McDonald's venture now under review
hyALLISON ~ILLIKAN
----'--

ftaff Writer

--

i Although
students at
lrfurray State University
f.'ould like to see McDonald's
; ccept
Racer
Cards
permanently, Bill Benriter,
~r of food services, said
the program could screech to a
halt within a month.
Benriter said more data is
needed to determine whether
the University is losing
~oney
from on-campus
restaurants and delicatessens. He said if Fast
Track, the Stables and Pony
ll<x1ore1ss are losing money, the
ty will stop the

tell, and what it's probably
doing is pu lling too m any
students who are spending
money off campus," Benriter
said.
"It's been very successful,"
said Mike Love, owner of
McDonald's.

that it would not begin again
in J anu ary.
He said a decision has not
been made to stop the test. If it
is stopped this semester ,
problems could be worked out ,
and it could be offered again
next semester.

Love said students enjoy
having a place to use their
declining bal ance late at
night after the on-cam pus
establishments have closed.
"Murray State knew it
would affect business som e,
but they're providing a test for
students, and hop efully we
can continue it," Love said.
Benriter eaid if the program
is stopped, it does not m ean

"Studen ts need to realize
that for us t o r em ain
financially solvent, we need
to protect that base," Benriter
said.
Benriter said if the program
stopp e d a n d b ega n in
J a n u ary, the Universit y
wou ld limit the h ours in
which Racer Cards would be
acce pt ed at McDonald's .
Currently
McDonald's

accepts declining balance
from 4 p.m. to close.
"Both Murray State and
McDonald 's have to be
satisfied for it to continue past
the test guidelines we have set
up,"
Love
said.
"We
definitely want to work this
out where it is a positive
situation for us and Murray
State too."
Students
who
have
declining balance and have
used their Racer Cards at
McDonald's like having
another option for eating out.
"I think it's good, because
it's a change," said Suzanne
w•~ll j11UPqr off~ sy.a~
m~or

from Camden, TeiU1a'

:Free Consulting & Layaway
1-800-622-2063
(901) 64.8-5971.

Custom !Fitting & Steaming
201 College St., Gleaso~~t TN
take HWY. 641 tO Paris; then travel on to
McKenzie, take Hwy. 22W about 10 miles, watch
for signs.
(Near U ofT at Martin)
!Moruf4y. !Fritf~Jy 10 a.m.. . 5 p.m.
Saturtflzy 9:30 a.m. • 4:30 p.m.
~

~--lg

Nunger Jlwareness Week_
Calendar of Even~ts

-

Monday, Nov. 16
10 a.m .-6 p.m. -Sign up for Hunger Banquet and Fast at
Rocking Chair Lounge, Ct rris Cen ter.
3 p.m.-6 p.m. -Canned food d rive to benefit Needline.
*Collection point is at the ITI entrance of the
Curris Center.
7 p.m.-9 p.m. -Video Presentation, Discussion, Introduction
to week's activities. Barkley Room.
Tuesday, Nov. 17
10 a.m.-2 p.m. -Sign up for Hu nger Banquet and Fast.
5:30 p .m. - Hunger Banquet - Winslow Cafeteria
**Three meals served (First World meals 15% of the people, Second World meals - 25%
of the people, and Third World meal- 60% of
the people.) If you draw a Second or Third
World meal, $2.50 is donated to
OXFAM America -a nonprofit organization
to relieve world hunger.
8 p.m. - Prayer Service for the hungry - Newman
I louse.

PREREQmSITE: ADRENALINE
\

Dnve. lntensuy. Those aren't words
you're likely to see in many couue
requuements. Then aqatn. Anny ROTC
is unlike any other elecuve. It's
hands·on excitement. ROTC Ynll
ckallenqe you mentally and physically throuqh mtense leadership
tratmnQ. TratntnQ that builds cha:r·

acte r, self-confidence ud declsaonmakino s k ills. AQain . words other
course s se ld om use. But they 're the
credits you need to s ucceed in life.
ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obliqanon and
requires about 4 hours p er wee k.
Register this term Cor Amty ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST COli rm:
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For more Information contact
Capt. Todd Harrison at 762-4123

Wednesday, Nov. 18
FAST DAY
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. -Luncheon at Wesley Foundation -light lunch
(broth soup).
7 p .m.-9 p.m. - Panel discussion - Curris Center Theatre.
Thursday, Nov. 19
•
10 a.rn.-1 p.m. - Domes~k Hunger Issues/Resources - Barl.ley
Room.
10 a.rn.-1 p.m. -International 'lunger Issues/ResourcesCurris Center Theatre.

For more information contact:
Andre Trevathan at 753-6908 or
Joan rr· z .. )3 J J 1

..--------------~----=~----,~------~~-----
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Computers get 'hack'ed off::
·.

'Cyberpunk' brings frightening truth to life
\

By J.M. LANMAN

REVIEW

Reporter

Cyberpunk: Outlaws and
Backen on the Computer
Frontier. By Katie Hafner
and John Markoff. Simon &
Schuster, 368 pages, paper, $12.
Cyberpunk is really three
stories, featuring worms,
viruses, Trojan horses and
time bombs. No, this is not a
hot new science fiction novel.
That is the scary part.
Katie Hafner and John
Markoff have compiled three
chilling accounts of the most
notorious computer crimes
since the introduction of the
personal computer: three
gangs of computer bandits
perpetrating crimes like
computer software theft,
espionage and sabatoge.
Cyberpunk is broken into
three parts: Kevin: The Dark-

knowledge and the damage
they caused with it.
Each Cyberpunk had
essentially two lives: one in
our world and another in
Cyberspace. Cyberspace is
what hackers like to call the
electronic matrix inside the
networks that connects most of
the world's largest computers,
the digital frontier. With
nothing more than a personal
computer, a modem and a
telephone line, these techno.
cowboys crossed international
borders without passports
riding steeds of energy on the
network web.
The first story is set in
California, the land of the
silicon chip. Kevin Metnick,
an incorrigible computer
criminal, gets his start with
an underground group called
the Roscoe Gang, named after
its founder. The gang is
obsessed with computers, and
in Mitnick's case, it rules his
life. Mitnick and the Roscoe

side Hacker, Pengo and
Project Equalizer and RTM.
Each story retraces the lives of
the Cyberpunks, as the
computer criminals are
known including how they
gained
their
special

Gang break into university
main-frames, flee from FBI
agents and become locked in
betrayals and double.crosses.
The second story takes us to
the last days of the Cold War.
Pengo, a youth raised in the
divided ciy of Berlin, gets his
kicks flirting with the KGB on
a 21st century scale: cyber·
espionage. Pengo and his
friends decide they will help
world peace with Project
Equalizer.
The Hannover gang sells
sensitive software to a KGB
agent in East Berlin. Filled to
capacity with drugs and
adrenaline, Pengo and his
friends find themselves being
pursued by security services
in Germany and the United
States.
Cliff Stoll, a systems
operator at Livermore
Berkeley Laboratory, engages
a personal manhunt of the
group while trying to explain
a
mysterious
75-cent
accounting error on the lab's
computers. Later be would
chronicle his year-long chase

in his book The Cuckoo's Egg:

Tracleing a Spy Through the
Maze of International
Computer Espionage. This
book has become a computer
crime classic.
The last story portrays an
atypical criminal. RTM is the
log in of Robert Tappin
Morris. Morris is a Cornell
graduate student and
computer
genius
who
unleashes a virus that
crippled Internet, a national
government and university
network. Overnight be
became a national media
figure. His father?: Bob
Morris, the chief scientist of
the NSA's National Computer
Security Center.

Cyberpunk has as many
intrigues and red herrings as
any good spy novel. Yet, it
also
forwards
ethical
questions unique to our age.
Hafner
and
Markoff's
successful use of the narrative
keeps the reader riveted
without losing him in technoterms.

Campus computers safe from hackers
By J.M. LANMAN
Reporter

- ... ~
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...

GON~
N.

The book Cyberpunk should
make us all more aware of
computer security. Here is
what two Murray State
Unive~sity computer experts
had to fll¥ ~- ~· ~~ of
computer crime and the
security of MSU's systems.
"The whole world is
operating on computer
systems that must be secure,"
Marlene Campbell, associate
professor of computer studies,
said.
Campbell, who has been a
keynote speaker at the
National Computer Security
Conference, believes hackers
that illegally break into
computer systems are
criminals.
"The data that is stored in a
computer should be just as
secure as your possessions
that are locked in your
house," she said. "It is just the
same as if they had broken the
glass to reach inside and
unlock my door and get in my
house, because they have
infiltrated that system
through illegal means."
Campbell said we are too

dependent on computers in the
world today to continue to look
at computer crime as a
novelty or prank.
"I feel that our computers
should be as secure as our
dwellings and places of
bu.sineu," abe aid.
Jim DeBoer, director of
computing and informational
services, said computer
security at MSU has been
excellent. He said he is aware
of no incidents of illegal
activity on the MSU
mainframe computer. He
said the system is checked
every day.
MSU baa the IBM 4381
mainframe computer 1ystem
in the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and
Technology. This system
runs in what is known as
virtual mode, meaning that
when a user logs on to the
system, he is electronically
isolated from the rest of the
mainframe.
"You may think you've got
a whole computer all to
yourself where in actuality
you just have a little piece of
it," DeBoer said .
The security benefits of this

[f:Jj0f:f"

and grade recorda that are
accessed
through
the
mainframe are backed-up
and carefully monitored,
1
DeBoer said.
DeBoer said users can
protect their own computers bY
observing a few basic
precautions.
First, back-up everything.
Make copies of all files and
applications.
Second, beware of cheap
ahareware or freeware
prol"ams that are offered
through mapzines or on
electronic bulletin boards and
online aervices. Most are
safe, but precautiona should b8
taken toward questionable
sources. Look for reputable
sources that acreen products
before they make them
available to the public.
Finally, swapping aoftware
between friends from one
system to another can spread
data-damaging
v,i ruses
among systems.
DeBoer aaid a small,
personal computer is only as
aeeure as the operator who
runs it.

JFK lecture scheduled
!3Y KELLY MENSER
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mode are enormous. If a virus
is released, it will only affect
that user's part of the
computer. The virtual mode
limits any damage to a small
part of the computer and
restricts
access
to
unauthorized files or more
powerful privileges.
DeBoer
also
thinks
breaking into unauthorized
files is illegal.
"Yes, it's a crime," he said.
"It's like trying to get into a
bank when it's locked."
MSU's mainframe is
linked to an electronic mail,
called E-mail, educational
network called Bitnet.
All users of the mainframe
are issued personal accounts
and passwords.
He said it would be very
difficult for someone to break
into the MSU mainframe
from an outside line.
"We have very limited
access from outside, other
than through the electronic
mail and there, it's address to
address," he said. "It's not an
online system. Our dial-in by
telephone is extremely
limited."
The student financial aid

Staff Writer

l'o\lo.ll>&I;III,,N~

Was the JFK assassination
actually a conspiracy? Oliver
Stone may think so, but Larry
Brand feels otherwise.
At 7 p.m., Wednesday, Nov.
11,
Room 423 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Brand
will conduct an interactive
presentation proving Lee
Harvey Oswald acted alone. He
plans to unfold "The Truth
Behind the JFK Assassination:
What the Movie JFK Doesn't
Say About Oswald."
Brand is a Hollywood direc·
tor, screenwriter and actor. He
has served as a visiting artist
several times in the Murray
State department of journalism, radio and television,
the Honors Program and the
department of speech com·
munication and theater.
Brand will show the fallacies
in JFK conspiracy theories not
through bullet trajectories,
autopsy reports or photographic
evidence, but by using basic
principles of logic. His proof
comes from spE'nding several
yea l'
st uuy i ng the JF'I{

•zri'IT'l!'• .,

in

A glimpse mto the £>nt£>rtainment world

~

assassination and from looking
at Oswald as a charactfir
through the eyes of ~
filmmaker.
I
Becky Reynolds, a visiting aT·
tist in the MSU department ef
speech communication aNi
theater who co-wrote the filrrls
Overexposed and Backfire wi~
Brand, said the lecture should
be exciting. She said since tlle
movie JFK is playing in tile
Curris Center theater sooo,
Brand's discussion will lJe
topical for the campus. Also,
those involved with acting,
history and political science
will be interested, she said.
Reynolds said Brand intends
to apply Alfred Hitchcock's
"icebox questions" to his
anaysis of the JFK
assassination.
"It's like when you go and see
the movie and then in the middle of the night you go and open
the icebox door and say, 'Now
wait a minute,"' she said.
Brand's JFK lecture is free
and open to the public. Follow·
ing the presentation, be will
field any questions from the
audience
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SPORTS
Flag football

Kurth announces
search members
~aff Report

l Murray Stat e University
qresident Ronald J . Kurth announced Wedne s day a
lo-member committee which
Will assist the University in the
<fuest for a new head football

Chops surge as playoffs start
By JEFF DREWS
Reporter

~ach .

·~ Th e committee will be
cfhaired by Karl Hussung,
IISU 's fac u l t y athl e t ic
tpresentative, and includes
thletic dir ec tor Mik e
trickland,1vice presidents Don
assing and Don Robertson,
ithletic trainer Tom " Doc"
Simmons and Jan Weaver,
Jean of education.
~ In addition, former Racer
f>otball players Eric Crigler,
~· W Dennison and Craig Hob~on, and local businessman Van
~averstock will be on the com~ittee. Hobson is a fifth-year
ittudent and Haverstock is the
~resident of the Racer Athletic
Association, MSU's athlet ic
booster group.
;.• "We have a broad constituen~y represented on the commitr(ee, and I'm confident the
ltnembers will work quickly and
~fficiently to reach decisions on
&he candidates we want to in·
:terview and consider for the
~ob," Kurth said.
;: The University is seeking a
~eplacement for Mike
~ahoney, who recently an~ounced he would no longer
serve as coach after the season
finale against Western Kent ucky University Nov. 21.
The commit tee will meet for
the first time next week and
popes to recommend candidates
~o bring to the University very
soon.
• "Our timetable is to have a
'n ew coach on board before
semester break," Strickland
said. " We want him to be able
to viait with ou11 ooam before
1 cho~ l i al dismiJiaed f or
Christmas."
"' "
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By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Murray State University's
football team is suffering
from a · Jekyll and Hyde
syndrome. On paper it looks
like a big, bad monster, but on
the field it turns into a mild
manner academian and loses
games it should have won.
Saturday night typified that
persona of a team ranked
fourth in the Ohio Valley
Conference in offense. Drives
of nine plays and 16 plays,
seen more than once, fell
short of the end zone.
A defense also ranked
fourth in the conference could
not play a 60-minut~ game,
giving up 21 of Tennessee
Tech University's 35 points in
the final quarter.
Coach Mike Mahoney said
the inconsistent play haa

By TERRY HAREWOOD

-Attott

~

Football team heads east

Fans go wild.
for Madness

Weekend\Vins
·fioost Aacets

Obio V.tley

The Murray State offense has produced many yards, but It has not produced the
points. Long drives against Tennessee Tech fell short of the goal line Saturday.

l

plagued the team all year.
"The big thing is the word
consistency," he said.

Flag football's post-season tournament opened Wednesday night
with a bang.
The Lambda Chi Alpha's B team faced off against Eat and Run
in the .600 and above playoffs. Lambda Chi won 28-12 beca use of
their second half performance.
The Chops had a 12-6 halftime lead with a 40-yard touchdown
strike from quarterback Matt Bell as the first half expired.
In the second half, the Lambda Chis scored on their opening
possession. On a fourth down, Bell threw an eight-yard touchdown
pass for an 18-6 lead. The two·point conversion gave the Chops a
20-6 lead.
"We won because of luck," said Bell, a senior industrial education and technology major from Beechmont, refering to the
number of players and their experience. Bell threw four
touchdown passes and was intercepted once.
The Chops last score was set up by an intercept in on the 25-yard
line. Defensively, they finished the game with three sacks, two interceptions and a safety.

Gams outlast ADPi

Eastern features a no-frilla
offense. Mahoney said he
knows what they are going to
do: the challenge is just
trying to stop it.

Alpha Gamma Delta came from behind to defeat Alpha Delta Pi
6-2 in the women's tournament.
The first half was all defense.

The ADPis had no first downs and no yardage in the first half.
They were stopped three times for negative yardage and were forced to punt on every possession. They had over 20 yards in penalties
"'They don't care what you and were intercepted once.
are going to do," Mahoney
Alpha Gamma Delta suffered a similar fate. Although it was
said. "They are going to able to produce some positive yardage, they.had no first downs and
make (their oft'enae) work."
turned the ball over once. The AD Pi defense stuffed an Alpha
A
big
part
of
making
their
Gamma
Delta sweep at the one-yard line to score a saftey just
''We are not finishing them
offense
work
is
Markus
before
the
half ended.
off,"' Mahoney said of long but
Thomas.
The
5-10
senior
The
second
half featured more of the defense. But with less than
non-scoring offensive drives
running
back
rushed
for
three
minutes
to play, the Gams' quarterback Kerri Bates threw
the team has had in many
more
than
125
yards
against
to
Beth
Rolhwing,
giving the Gams a decisive lead.
games. Against the Golden
Eagles, MSU had two 11-play Tennessee State University In other action:
drives, one 10-play drive, one Saturday to become the third • The ATO's crushed Metamucil 26-6 after leading only 6·0 at
9-play drive and one 16-play leading rusher in Division 1- halftime.
~ .;,' '"'"
drive.
AA history.
• The Knights won the first game because of a forfeit by the
"Markus
Thomas
is Dragons.
Defensively, Mahoney said
the Racers have given up too probably one of the best bacb • Sigma Pi forfeited to Da Bears.
many of the big plays, a fact in the league," Mahoney said. • The previously winless Sig Eps won 26-20 over the Cherry
that may haunt them going "You keep hammering him Bombs in the below .500 play oft's.
against Eastern Kentucky all day long and then he • Alpha Sigma Alpha shut out the Temptations by the score of
comes ~ back at you." ·~...::.:...._ 18-0_. ....._.,."----'
Univer sity -SatUrday.

While the team has showed
sparks as one of the better
teams in the OVC, Mahoney
said it has not played a 60minute game nor capitalized
on opportunities it has had.

Law plays part with gender equity
. By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Assistant Sports Editor

Sports Editor

Racer fans demonstrated exactly. how excited they ar e
about Murray Stat e Unive~sity
basketball when they converged on the Racer Arena in big
numbers on Halloween . night
for the first-ever "Midnight
Madness."
If the overwhelming atten·
dance was not enough, the
deafening cheers and t he standing ovation meted out to the
1992-1993 "Runn in' Racers''
was evidence of the eagerness
of the fans to see what coach
Scott Edgar has in store for t he
upcoming season.
As the spotligh t shone and
the drums rolled, the team r aced onto the court led by Cedric
Gumrn, with Bo Walden bringing up the rear at exactly 12:01
a.m.
"It felt really good to see the
crowd behind us," said Marcus
Brown, a freshman from West
Memphis, Ark. " It gave us a
really good fee ling knowing
t hat they were cheering us on."
Brown said t he fact that h is
teammates had not played in
front of a crowd for a long time
made the cheers even more
special.
''It gave us an extremely nice
feeling, especially since most of
us did not play in front of a
crowd in a while," Brown said .

A federal court has ordered Colgate
University to upgrade its women's ice
hockey club to an intercollegiate squad.
The ruling follows a lawsuit filed by
five women ice hockey players who
claimed discrimination by the university since it sponsored an intercollegiate male team.
Colgate officials have said it would
appeal the decision.
Gender equity has turned into a legal
issue, dragging schools, athletic associations and individuals into a
vicious fight for interpretation, funding and opportunities.

Issue of Gender Equity
"I do not think we should discriminate and say this is a women's
issue," said Kelly Breazeale, head
women's basketball coach. "It is an
educational opportunity."
The second-year coach said the key
word to gender equity is opportunity giving females and males the
opportunity to receive an education
through athletics and the chance to
succeed.in their chosen interest.
There are three groups, Breazeale
said, which should fight for gender
equity: high schools, colleges and
affirmative action. She said she thinks
it is the latter which will handle gender

equity first.
And currently the Office of Civil
Rights is involved in gender equity
issues, defining it by the facilities and
amount of equipment offered to females
compared to the percent of athletes who
are females. Breazeale said affirmative action stepped into Murray State
University's athletics and mandated
the school purchase support undergarments for women just as it did for
men .
But other legal organizations are
defining gender equity by other
measures. The National Women's
Law Center has taken the stand that
gender equity funding should be
measured by the female student
population of a university.

Measuring Equity
"It is not a matter of funding, but
funding can be used to explain the
imbalance," said Frank R. Soda, a
resident of Towson, Md.., who has
studied gender equity since its 1972
birth.
Soda said while funding is not the
focue, measuring equity in recruitment
and scholarships can only be done in
dollar signa.
"You have got to be able to justify why
the disparities exist," he said.
Brenda Bowlin, head coach of the
volleyball team, said funding is a

major issue for her program, which
receives no money from the University
to recruit.
Currently, the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association does not sponsor
volleyball. For Bowlin, that presents a
problem, she said, since four of her
eight scholarships have to go to in-state
students. And all of Kentucky's major
universities play intercollegiate volleyball.
"It is hard getting in-state kids," she
said. "It is very hard for me to recruit."
While many are looking at gender
equity as an equalization issue meriting the institution of women's sports,
Bill Wise, commissioner of KHSAA,
said money will be involved.
"Anytime you sponsor a sport it is
extra money," he said.

Commitment
"We'll have to see a move from state
funding to handle gender equity,"
Breazeale said.
She said gender equity is not just an
athletic issue but a campus issue that
will affect everyone. She said
commitment is going to have to come
from the community and the state for
gender equity to work.
"Until that commitment is made,
nothing is going to happen," she said.
Editor's Note: This is the last of the fourpart series looking at women's athletics.

'I

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------Keasling retur ns
Racer of the Week

,..Coach named
.,

Murray State Universiy has a new
~ men 's and women's track and field
, and cross oountry coach.
Wayne Pate, who served for seven
• years as assistant coach atthe Univer·
. -sity of Texas at Austin, takes over the
• helm from Stan Narewski,who resigned
· .in September to take up an assistant
coach position at the University of Flor• .Ida.
- • Pate, who primarily specialises in
it jumping, has coached two NCAA champions and 16 Longhorn athletes who
earned all-American honors.
Pate is a native of LaPorte, Ind.

...

Murray State University women's
tennis team will have a lot to shout
about at mid-month.
After having to complete their fall season without a coach, the team welcomes the appointment of Connie
Keasling as head coach .
Keasling, who served as coach at
MSU from 1985-87, was recently announced by Mike Strickland to return to
MSU.
During her reign with the Lady Racers tennis team, Keasling earned a 56·
36 record including an OVC championship in 1987.

g Sp::.~!:: :!nt

Now Kentucky and Illinois residents will not
have to worry about fishing and hunting legally
on the Ohio River.
An agreement recently signed between the
two states will honor a license from either Kentucky or Illinois for fishing and hunting waterfowl
on the water of the main branch of the Ohio
River.
The agreement comes against the background of many legal confusions in the past

By becoming the Murray State University all-time assist leader, Denise
Donnelly earns Racer of the Week
from The Mu"ay State Nsws.
Donnelly. a setter from Mt. Pulaski,
Ill., had 43 assists, bringing her
overall total to 1, 828, one ahead of
the previous record held by former
Lady Racer Connie Ballard, in a
game against Tennessee Tech last
weekend.
In addition, Donnelly was key to the
Lady Racers' victory against St.
Louis last Sunday.

DENISE DONNELLY

n.
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Racers named to. U.S. team
Murray State University shooting sensation Beth Herzman
and former Racer Deena Wigger have been named on the
100-member 1992-93 U.S. Shooting team.
The team consists of the cream of the nation's shooters in
each of the four disciplines: pistol, rifle, running target and
shotgun.
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Deer numbers low
in West Kentucky
~

environmental education
area and at the north end of
It's that time of year: the LBL - the Kentucky side,
diatant popping heard in the Bloemer said.
crisp
fall
air,
the
A. for the largest statewide
camouflaged men lurking in populations, the midwest
• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
the fields - it'e deer hunting region of Kentucky, around
season.
Barkley
Lake
and
• Football. vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Sat., 12:30
Deer
populationa
are
down
Elizabethtown,
has
the
highest
p.m.
• Rifle. Walsh Invitational, Cincinnati, Ohio, Sat., 8 a.m.
from recent years in the Land herd numbers.
• Rifle. UK Invitational, Lexington, Sun., 8 a.m.
Limits on the number of
Between the Lakee area, l8id
• Volleyball. Southeast Missouri State University at North Gym,
deer each hunter can take are
Steve
Bloemer,
euperviaor
of
Tues., 7 p.m.
still in eft'ect but vary from
the wildlife unit at LBL.
• Volleyball. vs. Tennessee State University, Nashville, Thurs., 7
zone to zone. For archers in
In
the
late
1970s,
LBL
p.m.
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..:..,.nm.r..,.,ed deer herd reductions eastern Kentucky, there is a
because of overpopulation. two-deer limit per hunter.
When an area goes through Only one of the two can be a
reductions, it becomes buck. The limit for hunters
unatable and herd numbers using guns is one deer, Minch
~--------------------. are difficult to maintain,
aaid.
"They changed the archery
said.
OVC player continues to break Bloemer
Other
factors
are limit to one," Bloemer said,
contributing to lower deer spe•Jring of the LBL region.
records
The number of hunters in
numbers this season as well.
Eastern Kentucky's Markus Thomas continues to rewrite
Coyote& have been a problem, the LBL area is intentionally
the history books and become only the third player in NCAA
there has been a high fawn down this season because of
1-AA history to rush for 5,000 plus yards (regular season
mortality rate, and disease the low deer numbers,
playotn for a career. His 196 yards versus Tennessee State
has struck many herds, he Bloemer said. .
last Saturday earned a 5,071 career total, bettered only by
said.
.
There are appronmately
Kenny Gamble of Colgate (5,220) and Frank Hawkins of
In
the
LBL
area,
the
largest
180,000
to
200,000
licensed
Nevada (5,538).
herds can be found in the hunters statewide, he said.
By JENNIFER DONIA
Reporter

AROUND TilE OVC

. . .Studeqt <Apatltyl
Club

Stargazers of !Mayfiefa
730 Paris Rd.
Mayfield KY 42066
247-4447

will be carrying adult novelties & gag gifts.
Open Monday-Saturday
Gift certificates and a 30 day layaway available.
Bring .in this ad & receive 10% discount.

Factory Discount Shoes
759-9419
LOCATED DOWNTOWN ON THE SQUARE

Eastland Bucks
Ladies' Bucks $36.95
Men's Bucks
$39.95

'

Bi-state agreement benefits sportsmen
operating
under
the
provieions of the agreement
for years.

By PENNY RIDENOUR
Reporter

The Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife
Resources (KDFWR) reached
a tentative agreement with the
state of Dlinois that would
lessen some of the confusion
about legal fishing and
hunting on the Ohio River.
A license from either
Kentucky or Illinois will oe
honored for fishing or
hunting waterfowl on the
water of the main branch of
the Ohio River. However, this
does not apply to any of the
river's tributaries. Also,
hun~ on the iaJanda in the
river still require a Kentucky:
hunting license.

"It is our understanding
that we will reach the same
agreement as we did with
Indiana and Ohio," he said.

Missouri

Kentucky

Sportsmen must abide by the
Ted Crowell, assistant
laws of the state in -which they dinctor of the ~eDt of
are licensed while on the fisheries for the KDFWR,
river.
s&id the agency has been

Historically, the boundary
of Kentucky, set in 1792,
reached to the oppoeite bank of
the Ohio River. But in 200
yean, the river has changed.
Dams built by the Corps of
Engineers have left the
boundary underwater in some
places, and the exact location
of the state'• boaDdary hu
been called into question _l>y:
Illinois.

*****
Congratufations to our
1992 !Miss M.SU !J{_ominees:
Leafi J46e[
Jennifer Larigfora
Sliannon Wi{((jns
!Ma[{ory McC[ure
· t.Branai Parrisfi
'We art proruf of you I
(of)t.,

7"our sisters in ~{pfia Omicron Pi.

ho 's ·Wh...._-t
1992-93 Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges

Applications available in the
Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall
762-6831 .
Deadline: Nov. 20, 1992
Eligibility: 3.0 GPA; Graduation date
of December 1992, May or August 1993;
Demonstrated Campus and Community
Leadership and Involvement.

Congratu{ations to

\

.'
I'

,I

·I'

A <I> A- Overa{{ Winner
:LIT -Spirit Winner
I

in .9llp fia . ;igma .9L{p fia 's
fJ'eeter fC!r rz JtS competition!
rrfiank§ for ez- eryone 's support!

~I

.
I
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SCOREBOARD
Dena Ayers
Mldshel Bly

Equesterian
Resulf5 of rhe MSU IHSA horse allow
last WHkfmd.
Ttam Bttultl In Hynl Sell
Second place on Sa1Lrday
Firat place on Sunday.
lnd!y!dyal Alfulla
Hynt Stat lEnql!abl

Qat.D.

Women's volleyball Standings
Conference Matches
Austin Peay

Murray State

2nd

Jennifer Donia
Beth Uelsman
Kathy Tlbbots

Mari Ullle
Krislen Mackenzie

1st, 1st
1st. 2nd
1st, 4th

Slpck Sttl

ErinMill8r
lnttrmtd !att

3rd, 5th

Marti SWartz

51h

Tammy Nuthals
Adyanctd II
Beth Uelsman
Dena Ayers
l nl trmtdlalt
Misty Rehk.op
Karol Wolff
Lila Boyers

3rd, 5th
1st

6th

Qat.D.

E1al
Qat.D.

H2xW

2nd

2nd, 2nd
41h

MSU lnd!y!dyal lttdtrt
3. Chris Batrigar
26;()2
19. Kevin Ward
27:38

8-5
7-6
4-9
4-10
3-10

0-11

Photo by BRIAN BARNES

.wn..

1st, 5th

Racer Anthony Hutch (89) chases ITU QB.

1.

2nd
lndly!dya! Ltldtra
KIUS • Murray State (52) Renee Bailey
11, Sarah D811W0fth 11, Melisa Websler
11. Beth Bait 9, Sarah Boland 4, Bonnie
Bagninski 3, Stacy Geralds 2, Denise
Domelly 1.
ASSISTS • Murray State (46) Oeni$8
Donnelly 42, Stacy Geralds 2, Belinda
Rubio 1, Sarah Dealworlh 1.
DIGS· Murray State (48) Belinda Rubio
14, Sarah Dearworlh 10, Renee Bailey 8,
Bath Balr 6, Denise Donnelly 4, Melisa
Webster 3, Sarah Boland 2, Bonnie
Bagnlnskl 1.
·

4th

6th

~: ~e;~~ ::~:

Mtn'a 5 ml!tt T11m Rttulla
1. Eastern Kentucky University
2. Southeast Missouri State University
3. Morehead State University
4 . Murray State University
5. Tennessee Tech University
6. Midcle Teooessee State University
7. Austin P~ State University
8. Unlveraity of Tennessee-Manin
9. Tennessee State University

10-4

Resula of Fridtly night's {}Wfle in Racer Seth Bair 1, Denise Doonelly1 .
ASSISTS - Murray State (49) Denise
Donnelly 43, Bonnie Bagninski 2. Sarah
MSU S 1 1 15 8
Boland 2, Meliaa Webster 1, Renee Bailey
MTSU1115 7 11

4th
6th

Rsaults of th8 Ohio Valley Championship 36. Brian Bennet

•t Fort CIJITipbell.

23-6

17- 7
15-15
9-19
10-16
9-17
9-16
10-15
4-17

4th, 1st

OpiQ Btfn!nq
Tammy Nuthals

Cross Country

All Matches

12·1
11•2 '

Southeast Missouri
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee
Tech
Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State

Walk· Trot

5th, 6th

Kathi Hendel'son
Mari Lillie
Kale Ume58

Ohio Valley Conference

Ad yanctd Walk· Trot-Canttr
Krista Newell
2nd, 3rd
Sarah WhiDan
1st, 2nd
Beginner Walk· Trot· Canltr
Shaley Baird
4th, 1st
Karol Wolff
6th, 2nd
Beth Uelsman
2nd
Usa Boyers
5th

ErinMill8f
lnltrmtdlalt
Marti Swartz
Npy!ct
Kale Urne&s

Vollevba/1

5th, 2nd
!5th, 4th

29:51
39. Chaties Hiter
30:17
Wpmtn'a 3.1 ml!ttlttm Bttullt
1. Eastem Kentucky University
2. Southeast Missouri State University
3. Morehead State University
4 . Tennessee Tech University
S. Murray Statt Un!vt ralty
6. Auslin Peay Sta• University
7. Middle Tennessee Stale University
8. Tennesaee &a• University
9 , University of Tennesse.Mar11n
MSU !nd!yld y a! Lfldtrt
12. L.asenna Powell
20:26
19. Melody Helgerson 21 :14
25. Monica l<oosman
21 :34
35. Anna Cheny
23:02

Results of Saturclfly night's game in
Racer Arena.
·
IISU
1511151111
TENN. TECH 11 13 I 1515

MSU l ndlyldyal Lfldtrt
KILLS · Murray State (56) Renee Ba~ey
11. Metisa Webster 11. sarah Dearworlh
14, Sarah Boland 3, Bonnie Bagninski 3,

_

DIGS • Murray State (80) Renee Bailey
21 , Serah Boland 14, Sarah Oearworth
13, Denise Donnelly 8 , Beth Balr 6
Belinda Rubio 6, Tammy Elder 6, Mel~
Webster 4, Bonie Bagninski 1, Stacy
Geralds 1.

Football
Re.ulrs of S.turdlly night.. g.me at
Murray Srafe.
Ttnneaatt Tech
Murray State

Results of Sunday night's game in the

NotthGym.

Tennesse Tech
Murray State

MSU
15 15 16
ST. l ouis 11 8 14

35
10

o

7

7

21

0 7

3

0

TTU • Puryear 28 pass form Beaman

MSU lndlyldual Leadtra
KILLS· Murray State (40) Renee Bailey
" '- $arah DeaiWorth 10, Metisa Webster
10, Sarah Boland 6, Stacy Geralds 2,
Beth Bair1 .
ASSISTS • Muray State (39) Denise
Donnelly 35, Belinda Rubio 2 , Sarah
Dearworth 10 Sarah Boland 1.
DIGS - Murray State (60) Renee Bailey
12, Belinda Rubio 12, Beth Balr 10,
Denise Donelly 9, Sarah Boland 8. Sarah
DeaiWorth 4, Melisa Webster 3, Stacy
Geralds 1, Tammy Elder 1.

(Gipson kick) .
MSU - Mosby 2 yard run (Lombard kick).
TTU - Beaman 65 yard run (Gipson kick).
MSU • Lombard 33 field goal.
TTU - Trent 26 pass fmm Beaman
(Gipson kick).
TTU - Peniz 15 ySid run (Gipson kick).
TTU - Queen 13 yard 1\Jn (Gipson kid().

IISU
First Downs
19
Rushee/Yards 551247
Passing
100

TTU
3>
66122
122

AttJComp.llnt 21nt3
Total Offense
333
Penalties/Yards 5160
Punts/Yards
2J65

131910
427
4fJ8
2167

lnd lyldyel L11dtr1
Buahlng- MSU, Mosby 50,
Lewis 49, Bland 46, McGowan 45.
Pat!Dtl 15, Cox 13, Edwards 8,
Sapp5, Peny -1.
TTU, Queen 144, Beaman
n. Penix41 , Carano 28,
Shackleford 22, Jones -6.
Bentley -6.
p..,lng • MSU, Lewis 1214/1,
68, OTD, 381ong, 0 sacks, Mosby
91312, 35, OTD, 121ong, 1 aack.
TTU, Beaman 12JIW, 122,
2TD, 361ong, 1 sack.
Rtcelvlng - MSU, Redmond 84,
Smith 12, McGowan7 .
TTU, Harris 36, Trent32.
Puryear 28, Bentley 18,
Shackleford 6, Queen 2.

The numbers behind the action

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Delta had a great time at 500.
Hope It was a success.

Stuve, Great job on the
Haunted Housel We met our
goall The Brothers of Sigma
Chi

Alpha Tau Omega, Nice form
on the football fleldl Next time
we won't be so easy on youl
We had a blastl Love, the
sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

The sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma would like to thank the
brothers of Alpha Tau Omega
for a wonderful Viking Day.

~:----!:~.....,
· ~·A~-=-Alpha Delta Pr, ~:pha Gamma

To the brothers of Sigma Chi,
We had a &el88mlnggood tlme
at the Halloween mixer. Love,
the sisters c:A Alpha Gamma
Delta

Alternative Voice, MSU's Lesbian and Gay/Bisexual Student
Organization Is meeting
weekly. For more Information
call 762-3016, or write Box
2454 University Station, Murray.
M.P.M., Happy Anniversary! I
love you and I~ forward to
many morel S.M.H.

Thank you Alpha Gamma Delta
foraGREATHalloweennixerl
The brothers of Sigma Chi
Dear Tootsle, Your roll Is very
good. I enjoyed eating ll
Thanka.

1be

To Dr. B., K.B., ..,...T.B., and all
the "psychos. • You're all "Win·
ners In my book. Thanks for a
great timeI "Bob.
Rop,J.T. and Goodie · Thanks
for being the greatest coechee
ever. Can't walt to celebrate
our wtnnlng softball and football seasons I Love, the sisters
of Alpha Sigma Alpha

The "Heel's Angels" don't have
a thing on the Alpha Tau
Omegas! Thanks fora GREAT
mixer. Love, the sisters of
Alpha Sfgriii AIPM
Congratulations Stacey Corder- Alpha Sigma Alpha active
ofthemonthl ThankSforallof
your dedication I

ToourAJphaDeltaPicoaches,
We had a great time at lhe
AlphaDeltaPISOO. Thanksfor
your motivation. Love ya. The
Brothers ol Sigma Tau Gamma

Theta Chi Delta· Thanks for all
your hard wort< and putting up
with us during Homecoming
week. Love Ya, The Brothers
of Sigma Tau Gamma

Alpha Gamma Rho - No one
oould top our Halloween mixerl
You guys are gree.tl Love, the
&latera c:A Alpha Sigma Alpha.

Thanks Alpha Delta PI for a fun
500. Events clay was g188tl
love, the alatera of Alpha
Sigma Alpha

Alpha Delta PI 500 was gl88t.
We had fun. Thanks for letting
us participate. Love, the sis·
tara d Alpha Omicron PI

Thanks so much Sigma Chi
p&edge6 for raking our leaves ·
you're wondet1ull love, the
sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

Thanks Sigma PI for a great
Fall Fest. We had a blast.
Love, the sitters d Sigma

Congratulations Liz Junker •
Alpha Sigma Alpha pledge of
1he month! Love, the sisters of
Alpha Sigma Alpha

The sisters d Sigma Sigma
Sigma would Hke to thank the
sisters of Alpha Delta PI for a
wonderlul time at Alpha Delta

Thanks to the brothers c:A
Lambda Chi Alpha for an
awesome Halloween mixer!
We had a blastl Love, the
sisters of Alpha Omicron PI

Sigma Sigma

PI50Q,

Murray State News

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Thanks to our A!pha Omicron
PI guy, Shawn Simpson, for
coachlngourfootballteam. We
really appreclatealthatyou dol
Love, the slstera of Alpha
Omicron PI

Attention: Spring BreakI Eam
cash and Free trips to Bahamas, Cancun, and Florida
promoting the "fUnnesr trips
on campus! Springbreakl 1800-678-6386

To Nice Monkey, Moonin' Mur·
ray, The
DownTease,and
Splccoli With a No Honk Guarantee, e Moussecf YBiUii
says WOWI What a weekend
with Dr. Ruth In the Blg City.

$200 • $500 WEEKLY As·
semble products at home.
Easyl No selling. You're paid
dlieeL Funy ~.
FREE lnformatlon-24 Hour
Hotline. 801 ·379-2900. Copyright# KY13KDH

SPRING BREAK '93. EARN
FREE TRIPS ANP CASH!!
CAMPUSREPSWANTEDTO
PROMOTE THE 11 SPRING
BREAK DESTINATIONS,
DAYTONA, PANAMA CITY,
MEXICO, ETC. CAll 1-800667·3378.

PERSONALS

Bill Clinton won.
Get the facts and get the vax.

·ned

FOR RENT

STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS. Promote our Florida
Houses for rent. Large 4 Bdrm SpringBreakpackages. Earn
- $500/mth. and 3 Bdrm • $3501 MONEY and FREE trips.
mth. Call 762·4483 or 753- Organize Small or Large
7210. Great for students or groups. Call Campus MarketIng. 800-423-5264
family.

FOR SALE
Car for sale • 1988 Mercury
Cougar • All power - 77.000
miles. Call 898·7265.

INDEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline..... Wednesday at noon
Place your classifleds in room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

Every word over twenty words
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

Pre-Paymsnt Is Rsqulred

Closed on weakends and holidays.

GREEK/PERSONALS

ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
' RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

LOOKING FOR A TOP FAA·
TERNITY. SORORITY, OR
STUDENT ORGANIZATION
THATWOULDLIKETOMAKE
500·1500FORAONEWEEK
MARKETING PROJECT
RIGHT ON CAMPUS. MUST
BE ORGANIZED AND HARD
WORKING. CALL 80<>-592·
2121 ext. 308
Earn commlslons and ski free
by becoming a group sales

representative for southeast
ski area. Must be active and
sales oriented. Send resumes
to Paul Mason, Director of
Marketing, New Wlnterplace
Inc., P.O. Box 1 Flat Top, WV
25841

GREE I( S & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
11000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI •

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligatioo. No COil
You lllo pta FREE
IIFADPBONE RADIO
jult far canm,

1-800-93l-0528, Ext. 65

BUSINESS
SERVICES
Help a worthy single mothergo

toschool. Houseclee.nlngservices offered. Mature and capable. Good ref8fences available. Phone Mary, 753-14n.
B&B House Repair • Professional quality wort< at low pricesI
All work gauranteed. Call7537204 and ask for Wade.

Pants hemmed

$3 eacp

regular $4 each

eig]

_Meet the Racer~..w,.
&

lhe Lady Racer~

r--···································1
I Treas Lu.II1ber 1

I

I

I

'I
I

~.JL.JL

~

;.Congratulations on your vietory

i 10% OFF f::;;;:c:~:·STUDENTS Ii ~ A~~500 ~
I
I
I
II1
1

Talk to the Teams!
Nov. 9 at 5 p.m. in the Stables!

-

I

~-r-lllr &~,.

AFulli.Jne ofPaint. Lumber. and Concrete Blocks for

•Excluded: Sales Items. Cash and Cany.
and Special Orders

Bel-Air Shopping

Center

7 59 -1390

Sto~ Hours:
Monday-Fr:lday 7 :30a.m.· 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a .m.-4 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5p.m.

1
I

1
1
I

I

1......................................1
\

You guys are awesome!
IA»ve, The sisters of
Theta Chi Delta

I
I

o
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SIGN
Continued from Page 1

"I can recall we went in
California to a school for the
deaf," Lokey said, "we have
drama usually, like a couple
of years ago it was 'Live Jesus
to the Max,' and it was a
m usical drama in sign
language. We talked about
how
life
can
be
a
rollercoaster."
Lok ey is a member of
DOOR's college team . Last
summer she visited 23 states
and Canada.
"I found DOOR in
Louisville when my interest
with working with the deaf
was real strong, and so I
looked for places that I could
use sign lan guage,:' Lokey
sa id.
Lokey, the youngest of five
children, was born in
Louisville and has lived there
all of her life.
Because of her strong desire
to help others, however, she

DIVERSITY
Continued from Page 1

our lives and future are
affected by what is going on
in the world," he said.
Cartwright said he would
like to see the University
adopt a one-year foreign
language requirement.
"In many fields it would be
unthinkable to leave the
international aspect out," he

RESIDENCE
Continued from Page 6

"You could say that because
you can't get beer here
ev:rybody leaves, but I don't
think it's that important," he
said. "Driving 20 minutes is
not that big of a dea1 "
The Housing Office survey
also found that over 65 percent
of the students living on
campus do so because of the

rarely gets a chance to visit
her hometown .
"I travel during the
summertime," Lokey said. "I
think I should go where the
Lord wants me to go."
Next summer Lokey plans
to work again with DOOR.
"I never really planned to
work with DOOR, I just met
them and it happened. Like I
always say, I never look for
anything, things look for me,
so if it so happens I travel,
praise God. If I don't, I'm sure
I
have another
plan
somewhere else," she said.
Inman, who has known
Lokey for three years, said
she is a "very extraverted and
optimistic" person.
"Ty ran is a loyal friend,
and she's a very caring
person . For instance, you
may be aware of the couple
that h a s the sign out here
occasionally, 'will work for
food'," Inman said, "Tyra is
the k ind of person that will
step in those people's

lives... sh e just h ad a long
conversation with those people
and then sh e came back here
and got a box and encouraged
everybody to fill up the box
with food, and she's going to
be taking it to those people."
"That's just the kind of
person she is · very caring
about people who don't have,"
Inman said.
'
Aft er gr a duating from
Murray State, Lokey hopes to
spend two years with US 2, a
mission field sponsored by
Southern Baptist Mission
Board, which could send her
anywh ere in the world.
"I just hope th ey can find me
somewhere to work with deaf
people," Lokey said.
Lokey's long time goal is to
be a
television news
anch orwoman.
"I did not expect to use my
hands, so you never know.
Even though anchoring is
really wh at I want to do,
wherever the Lord leads me,
I'll follow," Lokey said.

said. "I can't imagine people
pursuing a degree in political
science or history or any area
of business without there
being an international
dimension to their studies."
Cartwright said it is a
matter of being informed or
left behind.
"If we depend on the rest of
the world to deal with us and
adapt to our cultural
assumptions then we're going
to be loosing ground on every

front fro m business to
education," h e said. "To send
students into the world without
being equipped to handle
dealing with others would be a
serious handicap."

location, insistent parents, or
cost.
Josh Duvall, a junior preveterinary major from
Manchester, Tenn., said the
main reason he lives on
campus is to avoid paying outof-state tuition.
"I would rather live off
campus but because of my
scholarship I can't and still
get a break in tuition, " he
said.

JAPANESE
Continued from Page 1

J . Milton Grimes, chair man of foreign lan guages,
said it is his desire to in crea se
the number of J apanese
courses at MSU.
"The possibility for the
increase in Japanese courses
will depend a great deal on
demand, and that h as not yet
been ascertained, but th e
petition is potentially of great
value because it does indicate
demand," he said.
Yoko Hatakeyam a,
a
Japanese instructor, came to
MSU through th e Japanese
Exchange Program which
sends students from Japan. to
teach and allows them to t ake
graduate classes.
"I am the third person to
come here and teach since the
start of the program in 1988,"
she said. "I was trained a s an
instructor before I could
come."
The courses are taught only
in Japanese with th e use of
videos and tapes at times.
The first course is an
intermediate course with the
second ·becoming more
advanced. No prerequisites
are required for the courses.

OPEN
FOR
LUNCH

'1)~ ~~p~}t'tl_

SIZZLIN'

STUDENT SAVINGS
$753-6666

Grimes said the task force
Grimes said if th e increa se
completed their study in in Japanese courses is
December 1991. Its
recom- granted, third- and fourthmend ations have been year classes will be offered.
approved by both Kurth and The decision will be made
Booth and have been endorsed sometime in the spring, he
by the Council of Deans.
said.

WELL NESS
Continued from Page 6
drinki~g
well, and not
smoking or misusing drugs,
you can raise physical,
emotional, and mental
efficiency by 20 to 50 percent.
Scott Overby, owner of
Sharky's Gym, said that
exerciae i ncreaaea the
longevity of life and keeps the
body's system working.

"A combination of nonw
aerobic weight training
exercises are good to start off
with. Aerobics (anything that
increases oxygen to the heart)
can
be
included
in
moderation," Overby said.
Mike Ray, owner of Body
Elite said types of workout
vary from person to person.
"Exercise is important for
keeping .fit . It aleo reducea
stress and the occurence of
heart attacks," he said.

HOURS:

Mon. thru Thun. I lAM - 12:30 AM
Fri. It Sat. l lAM- 1:30AM
SUDday
Noon • 11:30 PM

SenbC MUI'I'IlY &:
MUI11lY State

UnMnii.Y
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20% OFF

20%0FF

25% OFF

All Men's & Young Men's
merchandise

All Ladies' &Junior
merchandise

Any layaway purchases
(must be in layaway 10 days or more)

Sale Ends Saturday, Nov. 14

COR

•:

AUSTI

Downtow n Murray store only!

You Gotta See Us!

e

